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Chinese ‘Artificial Sun’ Experimental Fusion Reactor Sets World Record for Superheated 
Plasma Time 
by Morgan Artvukhina

The Belt and Road infrastructure megaproject doesn’t just include rails and highways, it’s aimed 
at helping nations achieve energy independence, too. China is exporting nuclear power plants 
of a newer, safer design to partner nations like Pakistan, as well as building them at home to 
help transition away from fossil fuel use.
China’s futuristic nuclear fusion reactor just set a new world record for the longest duration of 
time in sustaining the sun-like temperature needed for fusion to occur. While China is still a long 
way from a fusion power plant, the achievement is an important step towards clean, sustainable 
electricity generation.
The achievement was announced on Friday by Gong Xianzu, a researcher at the Experimental 
Advanced Superconducting Tokamak (EAST) at the Hefei Institutes of Physical Science of the 
Chinese Academy of Sciences in China’s Anhui Province.
The device, which replicates the atom-building process that occurs at the center of stars and 
gives them their luminosity and warmth, held plasma at a temperature of 120 million degrees 
Celsius for 101 seconds and at the even hotter temperature of 160 million degrees Celsius for 
another 20 seconds.
Li Miao, director of the physics department of the Southern University of Science and 
Technology in Shenzhen, told the Global Times that “the breakthrough is significant progress, 
and the ultimate goal should be keeping the temperature at a stable level for a long time.” 
However, he cautioned that the technology is still decades away from actually being used 
outside of a lab. "It's more like a future technology that's critical for China's green development 
push,” he said.
"In the shorter term, China is building a new generation of nuclear power plants they claim to be 
the world's safest. The Hualonq One design, China's first domestic nuclear reactor, will also play 
a role in China's Belt and Road Initiative infrastructure megaproject, helping both China and 
partner nations to achieve energy independence. The effort also includes other forms of clean 
energy, such as renewables."
The previous record was set by the Korea Superconducting Tokamak Advanced Research 
(KSTAR) superconducting fusion device at Seoul National University in December, which held 
plasma at 100 million degrees Celsius for just 20 seconds, meaning the EAST device went five 
or six times longer and at hotter temperatures.
China has built at least six fusion reactors of the Tokamak design, a torus-shaped chamber 
devised by Soviet physicists in the 1950s that uses magnets to create a stable plasma 
equilibrium: EAST is China’s fifth. A new reactor in Chengdu. Sichuan Province was turned on 
for the first time in December.
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The reactor has been nicknamed an “artificial sun,” but according to NASA’s Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory, the center of the sun is just 15 million degrees Celsius, meaning the device is 
several times hotter than the sun.
Fusion power has long been sought after for its enormous energy output and clean production. 
While nuclear fission plants that split uranium or plutonium fuel to release energy produce large 
amounts of radioactive material that must be properly stored and disposed of, fusion reactions 
combine hydrogen atoms to create helium, which is harmless and actually highly sought after as 
a coolant for producing magnets and semiconductor chips. A shortage of helium in recent years 
has sent helium prices soaring as old sources have begun to dwindle.
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Malian Constitutional Court Declares Vice President Assimi Goita as Interim President 
by Morgan Artvukhina

Mali's Constitutional Court ruled on Friday that the offices of vice president and interim president 
would be combined, making Vice President Colonel Assimi Goita the head of state.
“Starting from the notification about this decree, the Vice President of the transitional period will 
have a title of the President of the transitional period and the head of state,” Article 3 of the 
court’s ruling says.
Goita, who masterminded the August 2020 coup d'etat that brought down 
democratically-elected President Ibrahim Boubacar Keita, also removed the interim president 
appointed to replace Keita earlier this week. Former Interim President Bah Ndaw, former Prime 
Minister Moctar Ouane, and former Defense Minister Souleymane Doucoure were arrested on 
Monday and taken to a military base until being stripped of their offices, and ultimately set free 
on Thursday.
Neither the court nor Goita has mentioned the empty offices of the prime ministry and defense 
ministry.
According to Goita, they had "sabotaged" the transition back to democratic governance by firing 
two army colonels appointed to head the defense and security ministries without asking him 
first. He pledged at the time that the timeline prescribing 2022 elections would remain 
unchanged.
As Sputnik has reported, Goita and much of the Malian military have received training from US 
Special Operations forces, as well as in France and Germany. On Thursday, EU foreign policy 
chief Josep Borrell indicated that despite the coup, the EU's military training mission in Mali, 
conducted by 600 troops from dozens of European states, would continue for the time being. 
Goita's interim government is a precarious alliance between this cadre of highly-trained soldiers 
and the mass movement of protesters and opposition figures that demonstrated in the streets of 
Bamako and other cities for months before the August coup. The June 5 Movement - Gathering 
of Patriotic Forces (M5-RFP) umbrella had reportedly been pressuring Ndaw to reduce the 
military's role in the transitional government, leading to the cabinet reshuffle on Monday that 
became the impetus for the coup.
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It's unclear how Goita's seizure of power will affect that alliance, although Ndaw himself was 
also military man - a colonel who had been Keita's defense secretary at the time of the August 

coup.
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‘Africa Needs Vaccines Now’: Nations Need 20 Million AstraZeneca Shots in Six Weeks, WHO 
Says
by Morgan Artyukhina

The World Health Organization (WHO) has made an urgent call for another 20 million doses of 
AstraZeneca’s COVID-19 vaccine to be distributed in African nations in the next six weeks, or 
many who have received their first dose will not get the boosted protection of a second shot.
“As supplies dry up, dose-sharing is an urgent, critical and short-term solution to ensuring that 
Africans at the greatest risk of COVID-19 get the much-needed protection,” Dr. Matshidiso 
Moeti, WHO Regional Director for Africa, said on Thursday. “Africa needs vaccines now. Any 
pause in our vaccination campaigns will lead to lost lives and lost hope.”
“It’s too soon to tell if Africa is on the cusp of a third wave. However, we know that cases are 
rising, and the clock is ticking so we urgently appeal to countries that have vaccinated their 
high-risk groups to speed up the dose-sharing to fully protect the most vulnerable people,” she 
added.
Health experts have said that the gap between first and second doses of AstraZeneca vaccine 
can be anywhere between 4 to 16 weeks after the first dose and retain their effectiveness as a 
booster on the first dose.
The WHO added that another 200 million doses of any WHO Emergency Use-Listed COVID-19 
vaccine will also be needed by September in order to keep the continent on track to hit 10% 
vaccination for its roughly 1.4 billion people.
Inefficient Distribution Causes Waste, Returns
However, the UN-affiliated agency further noted that “in the longer term, Africa must boost its 
manufacturing capacity for vaccines,” while acknowledging that intellectual property waivers, a 
“crucial first step,” would not be enough to help by itself and must be accompanied by the 
sharing of expertise and the necessary technologies.
According to data collected by the New York Times, just 2.2% of Africans have been vaccinated 
against COVID-19 so far, the lowest rate of any continent. The highest is in North America, 
where 59% have received at least one shot.
The vast majority of shots in Africa have been the Oxford-AstraZeneca vaccine, a joint 
Anglo-Swedish product. The vaccine can be stored at higher temperatures than some other 
Western-made vaccines, but its relatively short shelf life has caused some shots to go to waste. 
In Malawi earlier this month, nearly 20,000 AstraZeneca shots had to be thrown out, and South 
Sudan is giving back 72,000 of the 132,000 shots it received from the WHO’s COVAX program 
in March.
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“We don’t want to run the risk of [the drug] expiring here in our hands,” South Sudan’s Health 
Ministry undersecretary, Dr. Mayen Machuot, told reporters on Monday. The Democratic 
Republic of the Congo began giving 1.3 million AstraZeneca doses to other countries last month 
over the same fears.
Vaccines are Trickling Into Africa’
A number of nations have pledged large numbers of vaccines to Africa, although some might 
not arrive for some time.
French President Emmanuel Macron said on Friday that Paris would deliver 30 million 
COVID-19 vaccine doses from its own supply to Africa by the end of the year, while Germany 
will deliver another 30 million and the rest of the European Union another 40 million in that time. 
"How do we boost the production of vaccines on the African continent?" Macron said, speaking 
at a joint press conference with South African President Cyril Ramaphosa in Pretoria. "On this, 
we will this afternoon have an investment strategy to help these [industries] produce more, and 
quite quickly."
Macron said that France has already partnered with the Biovac Institute in Cape Town and he 
later revealed another partnership with Aspen, a South African pharmaceutical company. 
Ramaphosa said at the presser that "vaccines are just trickling into Africa."
"We cannot continue to wait at... the back of the queue," he said. "The longer we wait, the more 
lives we put at risk."
Russia’s Sputnik V vaccine, produced by the Gamaleya Research Institute, is poised to become 
a major player in Africa. Moscow has pledged 300 million shots to the African Union by May 
2022, and also signed deals to produce the vaccine in Algeria and Egypt. Egyptian 
pharmaceutical company Vacsera has also signed a deal to produce China’s SinoVac vaccine. 
African nations have also collectively ordered 33 million shots from China, which has also 
donated 5.45 million, most of which were SinoVac and SinoPharm vaccines. Beijing has 
championed the needs of Africa and of poorer nations around the globe at the United Nations, 
with Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi telling the Security Council recently it must “help Africa 
bridge the ‘pandemic divide’” by providing “more assistance for Africa in terms of pandemic 
prevention materials, medicines, technology and funding to ensure the accessibility and 
affordability of vaccines.”
The WHO also said on Friday that more than 100 of its member states, including 54 African 
nations, had co-sponsored a draft resolution by Ethiopia to be presented at the World Health 
Assembly urging expanded local production, the promotion of technology transfers and 
innovation, and “considering] the agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property 
Rights and intellectual property rights through the lens of boosting local production.”
TRIPS is a 1995 World Trade Organization agreement that curbed the production of cheap 
generic drugs in the Third World, forcing poorer nations to buy name-brand drugs from First 
World pharmaceutical giants at First World prices. As Sputnik has reported, this has enabled 
companies like Pfizer, which strongly opposes a TRIPS waiver, to demand considerable 
collateral from Third World nations before selling them COVID-19 vaccines.
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Pentagon Nominee Tells Congress US Should Train Taiwanese for Guerrilla War Against China 
by Morgan Artvukhina

During the Cold War, the CIA helped coordinate a series of clandestine stay-behind forces in 
Western European countries rooted in officers of the former fascist governments who would 
wage irregular warfare if the Soviet Union invaded or a communist movement came to power. 
Now, a top Pentagon nominee has suggested a similar program for Taiwan.
A nominee to the Pentagon has proposed in his confirmation hearing that the US should train 
Taiwanese troops on guerrilla fighting in case Chinese forces invade the autonomous island. 
Christopher Maier, who was nominated by US President Joe Biden to be the assistant secretary 
of defense for special operations and low-intensity conflict, told the Senate Armed Services 
Committee on Thursday that the Pentagon “should strongly consider” helping Taiwanese troops 
improve their ability to conduct irregular warfare.
"I do think that is something that we should be considering strongly as we think about 
competition across the span of different capabilities we can apply, [special operations forces] 
being a key contributor to that," Maier said, according to Militarv.com. The outlet noted that Sen. 
Josh Hawley (R-MO) had mentioned special ops previously in the hearing as an option in 
Taiwan, based on their past utility in the Baltic states.
Irregular warfare, or guerrilla war, can include anything from ambush tactics to terrorism and 
assassinations by soldiers able to blend into the civilian population. Maier suggesting employing 
the strategy in Taiwan seems to be a concession that China would readily destroy the 
Taiwanese government, since irregular war is nearly always waged by non-state actors against 
state militaries, and that the struggle would become one for the hearts and minds of the people 
of Taiwan.
Washington’s relationship with the Taiwanese government is informal, but openly admitted to. 
Still, when the US sends forces to Taiwan, such as the US Marines who arrived to train their 
Taiwanese counterparts for four weeks last November, they generally try to stay quiet about it or 
deny the reports.
Maier was very concerned about the possibility of a Chinese amphibious invasion. The People’s 
Liberation Army Navy has considerably expanded its amphibious forces in recent years, building 
landing platform docks and a new line of amphibious landing craft. In April, the PLAN 
commissioned its first amphibious assault ship, the Type 075 landing helicopter dock Hainan, 
which is the size of a World War ll-era aircraft carrier. While its marine corps has remained small 
despite recent expansion, Beijing reportedly has plans to increase it to a force of more than 
100,000 marines, according to the US Naval Institute.

Under the administration of former US President Donald Trump, US relations with Taiwan 
reached their zenith thus far, aided by the parallel coming to power of a pro-independence 
government in Taipei under President Tsai Ing-wen. Although Beijing considers Taiwan to be a 
province in rebellion, and thus US support for Taiwan to be meddling in internal Chinese affairs, 
Tsai’s government has distanced itself from the idea that Taiwan is a part of China. Previous 
Taiwanese governments have said they were the legitimate government of all of China and the 
socialist People’s Republic of China in Beijing are illegitimate usurpers.
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Washington’s path under Biden has not changed. Where Trump offered a record number of 
weapons sales to Taiwan, Biden is likely to continue: reports emerged last month from Taiwan 
that the US was preparing to offer the island a sale of 40 M109A6 Paladin self-propelled artillery 
units for $610 million. Taiwan has also made clear it still wants to buy AGM-158 Joint 
Air-to-Surface Standoff Missiles (JASSM) cruise missiles capable of striking well inside 
mainland China as well.
These are on top of Trump-era sales, which include advanced jet fighters, drones, shore-based 
anti-ship missiles and torpedoes, and communications equipment, among other items.
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Top Diplomats From Four European States Travel to Beijing for Talks as EU-China Relations 
Sour
by Morgan Artvukhina

After the European Parliament halted ratification of the EU-China Comprehensive Agreement on 
Investment (CAI) last week, the foreign ministers of four European nations have accepted an 
invitation from Beijing in an attempt to salvage bilateral trade relations with the economic giant. 
On Saturday, the chief diplomats from Serbia and from EU member states Ireland, Poland, and 
Hungary will visit Beijing and meet separately with Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi, ministry 
spokesperson Zhao Lijian told reporters.
Zhao described the four nations as “China's important cooperation partners in Europe,” noting 
that during the visit they will discuss “bilateral relations, regional cooperation, China-Europe 
relations and other issues of common concern.”
“China hopes to enhance political mutual trust and deepen pragmatic cooperation with the 
above four countries through this visit, and jointly promote post-pandemic economic recovery, 
so as to inject new impetus to China's relations with the four countries, and achieve 
comprehensive and balanced development of China-Europe relations,” he added.
The EP froze ratification of CAI, initially agreed to by negotiators in December after seven years 
of talks, after Beijing sanctioned 10 EU politicians as well as think tanks and diplomatic entities 
in March. Those sanctions were, in turn, in response to sanctions imposed against China by the 
US, EU, UK, and Canada over alleged human rights abuses in Xinjiang.
The deal was intended to put EU companies on an equal footing with their Chinese counterparts 
and solidify China’s status as a trading partner for the bloc.
EU lawmakers have said China must lift the sanctions if it wants the CAI to be ratified, but so far 
Beijing has not backed down on what it considers to be an internal matter, according to the 
South China Morning Post.
Under US President Joe Biden and his predecessor, Donald Trump, the US has mounted both 
extensive diplomatic and economic pressure against Beijing over a variety of internal politics 
issues in China, including its handling of violent separatist groups in Hong Kong; the ongoing 
stalemate with Taiwan, which China considers a breakaway province; and the persistent threat
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of Muslim extremist groups in Xinjiang Autonomous Region who have carried out deadly 
terrorist attacks in the past.
Beijing has denied accusations it is engaged in ethnic cleansing or genocide against the Muslim 
Uyghur population in Xinjiang, noting that its rehabilitation and training programs for former 
extremists are voluntary and in line with the United Nations’ Plan of Action to Prevent Violent 
Extremism guidelines.
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Traffic on Bosphorus Restored After Blocking Tanker Was Towed Away, Turkish Coast Guard 
Says
by Evan Craighead

Earlier Friday, it was reported that RAVA, a 249-meter (817-foot) crude oil tanker, triggered a 
gridlock in Turkey's Bosphorus Strait after veering off course. The vessel is said to have 
suffered a steering gear failure.
Authorities successfully restored traffic in both directions on Bosphorus after towing the crude oil 
tanker, a Turkish Coast Guard source told Sputnik late Friday night.
"The tanker was towed from the Bosphorus and delivered to an anchorage," the directorate 
said. "Movement on the Bosphorus is reopened."
Coast Guard personnel previously suspended travel while tug boats attended to the tanker.
Local reports detailed that RAVA was stopped some 300 meters (984 feet) from the coast of 
Istanbul's Yenikoy district.
No injuries have been reported in connection with the incident.
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Rep. Kinzinger Slams Rep. Gaetz for 'Stoking Fears,' 'Inciting Violence' After Capitol Riot 
by Evan Craighead

On Friday, Republicans in the US Senate moved to block a bipartisan bill that calls for the 
formation of a commission to probe the deadly riot at the US Capitol building. GOP leaders have 
argued that law enforcement officials and a number of congressional committees are already 
investigating the January 6 incident, which resulted in five deaths.
Rep. Adam Kinzinger (R-IL) took to Twitter on Friday to publicly denounce recent comments 
uttered by Rep. Matt Gaetz (R-FL) regarding Second Amendment gun rights.
"This is why we need a January 6 commission," Kinzinger tweeted, hours before the 
accompanying measure failed in the US Senate.
"Four months after an insurrection at the Capitol, we’re hearing this language at another rally 
where so-called 'leaders' are stoking fears & anger and inciting violence."
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Kinzinger's tweet quoted footage from Gaetz's "America First" rally, which took place in the state 
of Georgia on Thursday.
"Silicon Valley can’t cancel this movement, or this rally, or this Congressman," Gaetz remarked 
in the video. "We have a Second Amendment in this country, and I think we have an obligation 
to use it."
During the rally, the US representative from Florida also addressed the "fake news media," 
arguing that the Second Amendment is not about hunting, recreation or sports, but "maintaining 
within the citizenry the ability to maintain an armed rebellion against the government."
"If that becomes necessary," he clarified.
Rep. Ted Lieu (D-CA) has also spoken out against his colleague's comments, and demanded 
that Gaetz be removed from the House Judiciary Committee.
"It’s a conflict of interest for Gaetz to have oversight over the DOJ that is investigating him for 
sex crimes," Lieu tweeted.
"Also, Gaetz is urging people to shoot Silicon Valley employees," he concluded.
Gaetz has declared that he stands by "every word" and believes social media distorted the 
context of his statement.
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Video: NASA’s Ingenuity Helicopter Experiences ‘Stressful Flight’ on Red Planet 
by Gabv Arancibia

The Ingenuity helicopter arrived on Mars in mid-February while attached to the underbelly of the 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration’s Perseverance rover. The robotic duo landed 
on the red planet’s Jezero Crater, a dried-out lakebed, with the intention of searching for 
evidence of microbial life on the planet, among other objectives.
Ingenuity encountered a “stressful flight” during its sixth attempt at going airborne in the Martian 
atmosphere after its operating systems appeared to undergo a navigation timing error, NASA 
recently revealed in a post detailing the latest events of the mission.
A Thursday post indicated the chopper began to encounter issues just 54 seconds into its May 
22 flight after onboard sensors began registering “roll and pitch excursions of more than 20 
degrees, large control inputs, and spikes in power consumption.”
Havard Grip, who serves as NASA’s chief pilot of the chopper, detailed in the update that 
officials detected a “glitch” once images being sent back to Earth-based researchers were being 
sent with inaccurate timestamps. Researchers later determined that the technical issue caused 
the loss of one image.
“Each time the navigation algorithm performed a correction based on a navigation image, it was 
operating on the basis of incorrect information about when the image was taken,” Grip 
recounted. “The resulting inconsistencies significantly degraded the information used to fly the 
helicopter, leading to estimates being constantly ‘corrected’ to account for phantom errors.”
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Video released by the US space agency gives a peek at Ingenuity’s wild ride, showing how the 
chopper swayed in transit before managing to safely land within 16 feet of the targeted landing 
location.
“While we did not intentionally plan such a stressful flight, NASA now has flight data probing the 
outer reaches of the helicopter’s performance envelope. That data will be carefully analyzed in 
the time ahead, expanding our reservoir of knowledge about flying helicopters on Mars,” Grip 
concluded.
The weekend flight attempt marked the first time that Ingenuity experienced a major problem 
since arriving on the red planet. However, it also proved to be the first time that the chopper 
attempted to journey some 492 feet while traveling at a ground speed of 9 mph.
A spokesperson for NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory told The Verge that engineers are still 
reviewing data from the flight attempt, and that it’s unclear exactly when the seventh flight will be 
scheduled.

Filibuster Death - Cartoon

Since the deadly US Capitol riot, the public and multiple congressional lawmakers have called 
for an in-depth investigation to examine the events that unfolded on January 6. However, not all 
officials are in favor of creating the 9/11-style commission, over concerns that it could prove 
problematic for Republicans ahead of midterm elections.
Republicans in the US Senate succeeded at blocking the House-passed bill meant to establish 
a commission to investigate the violent storming of the US Capitol, much to the chagrin of 
Democrat lawmakers.
The measure failed with a vote of 54 to 35, well short of the 60 votes that were required to push 
the effort forward. Although a majority of Republican lawmakers were unified in opposing the 
initiative, just 10 GOP members were needed to advance the bill.
US Senators Mitt Romney (R-UT), Susan Collins (R-ME), Bill Cassidy (R-LA), Rob Portman 
(R-OH), Lisa Murkowski (R-AK) and Ben Sasse (R-NK) were the only members of the GOP who 
backed the bill.
After the vote, US Senate Majority Leader Chuck Schumer (D-NY) blasted Senate 
Republicans, and indicated that he may push another vote on the bill at a later time.
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Video: NASA’s Ingenuity Helicopter Experiences ‘Stressful Flight’ on Red Planet 
by Gaby Arancibia

The Ingenuity helicopter arrived on Mars in mid-February while attached to the underbelly of the 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration’s Perseverance rover. The robotic duo landed 
on the red planet’s Jezero Crater, a dried-out lakebed, with the intention of searching for 
evidence of microbial life on the planet, among other objectives.
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Ingenuity encountered a “stressful flight” during its sixth attempt at going airborne in the Martian 
atmosphere after its operating systems appeared to undergo a navigation timing error, NASA 
recently revealed in a post detailing the latest events of the mission.
A Thursday post indicated the chopper began to encounter issues just 54 seconds into its May 
22 flight after onboard sensors began registering “roll and pitch excursions of more than 20 
degrees, large control inputs, and spikes in power consumption.”
Havard Grip, who serves as NASA’s chief pilot of the chopper, detailed in the update that 
officials detected a “glitch” once images being sent back to Earth-based researchers were being 
sent with inaccurate timestamps. Researchers later determined that the technical issue caused 
the loss of one image.
“Each time the navigation algorithm performed a correction based on a navigation image, it was 
operating on the basis of incorrect information about when the image was taken,” Grip 
recounted. “The resulting inconsistencies significantly degraded the information used to fly the 
helicopter, leading to estimates being constantly ‘corrected’ to account for phantom errors.” 
Video released by the US space agency gives a peek at Ingenuity’s wild ride, showing how the 
chopper swayed in transit before managing to safely land within 16 feet of the targeted landing 
location.
“While we did not intentionally plan such a stressful flight, NASA now has flight data probing the 
outer reaches of the helicopter’s performance envelope. That data will be carefully analyzed in 
the time ahead, expanding our reservoir of knowledge about flying helicopters on Mars,” Grip 
concluded.
The weekend flight attempt marked the first time that Ingenuity experienced a major problem 
since arriving on the red planet. However, it also proved to be the first time that the chopper 
attempted to journey some 492 feet while traveling at a ground speed of 9 mph.
A spokesperson for NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory told The Verge that engineers are still 
reviewing data from the flight attempt, and that it’s unclear exactly when the seventh flight will be 
scheduled.
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Majority Leader Schumer Says US Senate Will Vote on Voter Reform Bill in Late June 
by MariTi Blaise Lovell

In March, House Democrats passed legislation to expand voter participation in a voting reform 
bill which Republicans claimed would lead to fraudulent elections. The measure would void 
state voter identification requirements, require states to offer online and same-day voter 
registration, and offer 15 days of early voting nationwide.
Senate Majority Leader Chuck Schumer (D-NY) sent a letter to his colleagues on Friday saying 
that the Senate will vote on the "For the People Act," also known as H.R.1 or S.1, at the end of 
next month.
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“In the last week of the June work period, the Senate will vote on S.1, the For the People Act, 
legislation that is essential to defending our democracy, reducing the influence of dark money 
and powerful special interests, and stopping the wave of Republican voter suppression 
happening in the states across the country in service of President Trump’s Big Lie,” Schumer 
said in the letter.
The letter was shared shortly after Republicans successfully launchedtheir first filibuster of the 
117th Congress, blocking the creation of a bipartisan commission to probe the January 6 riot at 
the US Capitol.
Schumer condemned Republicans for blocking consideration of the bill. “Shame on the 
Republican Party for trying to sweep the horrors of that day under the rug because they’re afraid 
of Donald Trump,” he said in a floor speech.
Senator Mitch McConnell (R-KY) had worked to convince his fellow colleagues to block the bill, 
because he claimed Democrats would use the commission against his party ahead of the 2022 
midterm elections.
Schumer denied the political implications of a January 6 commission, claiming that the truth 
about the riot was necessary in order to restore American confidence in democracy.
"I'm sorry if an independent commission to study an attack on our democracy isn't a Republican 
ad maker's idea of a good time," Schumer said. "This is too important, too important. We cannot 
let the big lie fester. We cannot let faith in our elections continue to erode. We must get at the 
truth and restore Americans' confidence in this beautiful, noble ongoing experiment in 
democracy."
The failed commission vote marked the first GOP filibuster of Joe Biden’s presidency. The 
infamous chamber filibuster rule requires that most legislation receive the support of at least 60 
members in order to pass, lest they face the threat of opposed senators speaking nonstop on 
the floor, stalling all other business in the chamber.
In his letter, Schumer maintained that the events of January 6 would be probed, even if he had 
to force another senate vote on the bill.
"Senators should rest assured that the events of January 6th will be investigated and that as 
Majority Leader, I reserve the right to force the Senate to vote on the bill again at the 
appropriate time," Schumer wrote.
The filibuster is the biggest concern for Democrats when it comes to passing legislation such as 
the voting rights bill. At least one Democrat, centrist Senator Joe Manchin (D-WV), has 
expressed resistance to some elements of the reform package, and maintains that he wants 
bipartisan buy-in for the bill.
When asked if he would vote to end the filibuster on Thursday, under expectations that 
Republicans would block the commission, Manchin replied, “I’m not willing to destroy our 
government, no.” Following the filibuster on Friday, Manchin told reporters that he was 
disappointed in the move.
In his letter to Congress, Schumer also added that they would continue to make progress on 
President Biden’s “Build Back Better” economic agenda.
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US Air Force Troops Expose Nuclear Weapon Secrets on Flashcard Study Apps, Report Says 
© AP Photo / Staff Sgt. Lexie West 
by MariTi Blaise Lovell

Digital security has become an increased risk for military organizations, as it is often difficult to 
monitor soldier’s online habits when using consumer apps. The US military has a long history of 
keeping open secrets related to the development and possession of nuclear weapons. 
Easily-accessible flashcards used by the US Air Force to help troops memorize nuclear security 
protocols have exposed sensitive information related to the locations and protective measures 
needed for nuclear weapons vaults at all six military bases in Europe, an investigative report by 
British journalism website Bellingcat revealed on Friday.
The report revealed that the digital flashcard sets were created on apps like Chegg Prep,
Quizlet and Cram. It is said the study material revealed not only the bases but shelters labeled 
“hot vaults,” which are believed to contain nuclear weapons.
The studious troops also used flashcards to memorize security details and protocols, such as 
the positions of surveillance cameras, the frequency of patrols around the vaults, secret duress 
words that signal when a guard is being threatened and the unique identifiers that a restricted 
area badge needs to have.
Bellingcat claims that its researchers were able to uncover sets of flashcards by searching 
popular flashcard app sites with terms publicly known to be associated with nuclear weapons. In 
cross-referencing data from the flashcards with other reports and images shared online, the 
researchers were able to verify the existence of some of the nuclear vaults.
Dr Jeffrey Lewis, founding publisher ofArmsControlWonk.com and director of the East Asia 
Nonproliferation Program at the James Martin Center for Nonproliferation Studies, said to 
Bellingcat that the findings showed a “flagrant breach” in security practices related to US 
nuclear weapons stationed internationally.
“Secrecy about US nuclear weapons deployments in Europe does not exist to protect the 
weapons from terrorists, but only to protect politicians and military leaders from having to 
answer tough questions about whether NATO’s nuclear-sharing arrangements still make sense 
today,” he said, according to Bellingcat.
“This is yet one more warning that these weapons are not secure.”
It is reported that some of the flashcards uncovered during the course of the investigation had 
been publicly visible online as far back as 2013, and were available until as recently as April 
2021. According to Bellingcat researcher Foeke Postma, “it is not known whether secret 
phrases, protocols or other security practices have been altered since then.”
A spokesperson for the US Air Force confirmed that they were aware of service members using 
flashcard apps to study “a wide variety of subjects,” and that they were currently “investigating 
the suitability of information shared via study flashcards.”
All of the flashcards are reported to have been deleted when Bellingcat reached out to the 
military for comment. However, some reports state that many are still archived on the Wayback 
Machine, a digital archive of the World Wide Web done by the non-profit Internet Archive.
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“All flashcards described within this article appear to have been taken down from the learning 
platforms on which they appeared after Bellingcat reached out to NATO and the US military for 
comment prior to publication,” Postma wrote in the report.
In response to the report, Hans Kristenssen, director of the Nuclear Information Project at the 
Federation of American Scientists told Bellingcat that “there are so many fingerprints that give 
away where the nuclear weapons are that it serves no military or safety purpose to try to keep it 
secret.”
The presence of US nuclear weapons within Europe has been leaked through documents and 
statements by retired officials, though the US and participating European governments have not 
officially confirmed or denied their existence.
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Canadian Politician Resigns After Being Caught Urinating During Virtual Parliament Call 
by MariTi Blaise Lovell

William Amos, a liberal member of the Canadian Parliament’s House of Commons, made 
headlines in April when he appeared naked during a Zoom call. A screenshot of the incident, 
which was taken by fellow Commons member Sebastien Lemire, subsequently prompted an 
investigation, which has been postponed until an undetermined date.
Amos announced in a recent Twitter post that he will be temporarily stepping down from his 
parliamentary position after he was caught urinating during virtual proceedings with the House 
of Commons.
"Last night, while attending House of Commons proceedings virtually, in a non-public setting, I 
urinated without realising I was on camera," said Amos in the Thursday post.
The event was broadcast on closed channels in Parliament that were not visible to the public. 
Amos stated that his temporary departure would see him briefly break away from his role as 
parliamentary secretary to Industry Minister Fran5ois-Philippe Champagne, and from his 
position in the Veterans Affairs Committee to seek unspecified assistance.
"I am deeply embarrassed by my actions and the distress they may have caused anybody who 
witnessed them," Amos said. "I will be stepping aside temporarily from my role as parliamentary 
secretary and from my committee duties so that I can seek assistance.”
According to reports on Twitter, Amos was talking on the landline at his desk when he decided 
to urinate in a coffee cup instead of pausing the call.
Amos has received much backlash from many conservatives in Parliament who have noted the 
latest incident involving the official as part of a pattern of “unacceptable behavior.”
According to the Toronto Sun. Conservative Karen Vecchio rejected the defense of the incident 
occurring in a “non-public setting,” and added that the repeat of behavior proved the liberal 
lawmakers had “failed in their duty to ensure a safe work environment following the first 
incident.”
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“This is the second time Mr. Amos has been caught exposing himself to his colleagues in the 
House, and the House of Commons, virtual or otherwise, must be free of this type of 
unacceptable behaviour."
In mid-May. Amos appeared in a since-viral image that showed him naked while participating on 
a virtual call with his parliamentary colleagues. The official later claimed that he was in the 
middle of changing clothes after a jog, and had not realized his camera was on.
Vecchio has stated that should the speaker of the House of Commons agree, the lawmaker is 
prepared to put forward a motion of contempt concerning Amos’s behavior, dubbing it as "an 
affront to the dignity" of the chamber.
“To turn on your camera and to log into the House’s Zoom feed is the same as opening one of 
those doors behind me and walking down to any one of the 338 seats in this majestic room," 
Vecchio said from the House floor on Friday.
Carol Hughes, who was presiding over proceedings as assistant deputy speaker during Amos’ 
latest virtual blip, said that she would review the situation and come back with a response.
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RPT - US Court Convicts Russian National Alexander Zhukov on Four Counts - Lawyer

WASHINGTON, May 28 (Sputnik) - A US court convicted Russian national Alexander Zhukov on 
four counts, his lawyer Zachary Margulis-Ohnuma told Sputnik.
"I can confirm that he [Zhukov] was convicted on all four counts," Margulis-Ohnuma said on 
Friday.
The office of the US Attorney for the Eastern District of New York noted that Zhukov was 
convicted by a federal jury in Brooklyn of four counts of a superseding indictment that charged 
him with wire fraud conspiracy, wire fraud, money laundering conspiracy and money laundering. 
Zhukov was extradited to the United States in January of 2019 from Bulgaria. He was among six 
Russian and Kazakh citizens indicted by the US Justice Department in 2018 for their 
involvement in an advertising fraud scheme.
"Today, after evaluating the evidence and wading through the complexities of digital advertising 
on the internet, the jury recognized the defendant for who he is a - fraudster who used computer 
code to steal millions from US companies," US Attorney Mark Lesko said. "Zhukov may have 
thought that he could get away with his fraud by carrying it out from halfway around the world, 
but this verdict sends a powerful message that US law enforcement will bring such 
cybercriminals to justice, wherever they are."
The Justice Department said in a press release that that Zhukov carried out his digital 
advertising fraud scheme through a purported advertising network called Media Methane 
between September 2014 and December 2016.
The company had business arrangements with other advertising networks whereby it received 
payments in return for placing advertising placeholders, the release said.
"Rather than place these ad tags on real publishers’ websites, however, Media Methane rented 
more than 2,000 computer servers housed in commercial datacenters in Dallas, Texas, and
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Amsterdam, the Netherlands, and used those datacenter servers to load ads on fabricated 
websites, "spoofing" more than 6,000 domains," the release added.
As a result of this fraud activity, Zhukov was able to falsify billions of advertisement views and 
caused businesses to pay more than $7 million for ads that were never actually viewed by real 
human internet users, according to the release.
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RPT - US Must Halt Support for Haiti’s Government to End Abuses - Rights Group Director

WASHINGTON, May 28 (Sputnik) - US President Joe Biden’s decision to renew protections for 
Haitian nationals is a positive step but the situation will not change if he continues to support the 
island nation’s repressive government, Family Action Network Movement Executive Director 
Marleine Bastien told Sputnik.
On May 22, the US renewed Temporary Protective Status (TPS) for Haitian nationals amid the 
ongoing social unrest and human rights abuses in Haiti. Meanwhile, \Afeshington has come 
under pressure for backing the Organization of American States (OAS) position that Haitian 
President Jovenel Moise should remain in power.
"When it comes to Moise, the US is making a big, big mistake. The US has accepted the 
position of the OAS. It’s a big mistake and a bad calculation," Bastien said. "I'm asking Biden to 
reassess his position. I strongly urge him to do it. I came here [to the US] in 1981. We were 
fighting an established dictator. Right now, we’re fighting a nascent dictator."
Haiti, one of the poorest countries in the world, has been experiencing social, political, and 
constitutional crises, with protesters blaming Moise for targeted killings, widespread corruption, 
and economic collapse. The opposition believes Moise’s five-year-term should have ended in 
February 2021, five years after his predecessor Michel Martelly stepped down, but Moise has 
insisted he has an additional year to serve, a position backed by the OAS.
Bastien called the renewal of TPS a step in the right direction because it will provide some relief 
for Haitian nationals who are living in "limbo" and fearful of returning home where people are 
being killed, maimed and repressed.
"They are being killed like animals. Girls are gang-raped. There is a high level of political 
instability. You can look at recent Human Rights reports and in-country conditions. This is who 
the US is supporting," Bastien said. "What’s shaking me is the silence of the world to 
state-sponsored killing. If it was Venezuela or Cuba, they would not be silent. We’re hardly 
hearing anything. Why? Why? Why?"
Bastien said Haiti’s protesters, critics in the diaspora, civil society, governmental organizations 
and others demand accountability and respect for the rule of law. The uprising, she said, is 
being led by young people.
"There is a lack of respect for the Haitian people," she said. "Biden may think Haitian-Americans 
will be satisfied but he is making mistakes. The Haitian electorate is growing in Georgia, it’s 
growing in Florida. We’re a very dynamic group of voters. We are the swing voters. He needs to
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take another look and not engage Haiti with the hands-off policy of his predecessor. Biden 
needs to be careful. He could lose Haitians."
Bastien said going forward activists and advocates have to organize a push for immigration 
reform to happen.
"We have never seen things offered to us on a silver platter. This is no different," said Bastien. 
"We have to keep Biden honest. He promised to do this and we have to keep the pressure on. 
We don’t want to hear any excuses. He must have political courage. He promised to reform the 
immigration system, which is broken, but he has made excuses."
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RPT - Canada Backs ICAO Fact-Finding Probe Into Ryanair Incident - Transport Department

TORONTO, May 28 (Sputnik) - Canada backs the International Civil Aviation Organization 
(ICAO)’s probe into the grounding of Ryanair international flight in Minsk, Belarus, Transport 
Canada spokesperson Frederica Dupuis told Sputnik.
On Thursday, the ICAO Council launched a fact-finding investigation into allegations of Belarus 
violating flight security protocols by diverting the airplane, en route from Athens to Vilnius, over a 
false bomb threat.
"Canada supports the fact finding investigation by the ICAO on this troubling incident," Dupuis 
said in a statement on Friday, highlighting that Ottawa remains "extremely concerned" by the 
allegations.
In response to the incident, Ottawa has issued a warning to Canadian air operators advising 
them against flying in Belarusian airspace, she said.
While the ICAO probe will focus on Minsk's role in the incident, the Russian delegation - with 
the support of the Chinese and South African counterparts - argued during Thursday’s urgent 
council meeting that a full investigation should be conducted into alleged interference on the 
part of the ICAO’s Air Navigation and Legal Affairs and External Relations bureaus.
However, Russian Deputy Permanent Representative Dmitry Polyanskiy said in a press briefing 
on Friday that Moscow will not conduct its own investigation, instead throwing its support behind 
the ICAO investigation, while continuing to support Belarus.
The ICAO Council is urging member states and other stakeholders to collaborate with the 
investigation and is offering the assistance and expertise of the international body. ICAO 
Secretary General Dr. Fang Liu assured that the council has the full support of the Secretariat in 
its mission.
The international civil aviation body convened an urgent meeting of 36 diplomatic 
representatives in the ICAO Council to discuss Sunday’s incident. The meeting was also 
attended by representatives of Belarus, Ireland, Lithuania, Poland and Ukraine
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US Must Halt Support for Haiti’s Government to End Abuses - Rights Group Director

WASHINGTON, May 28 (Sputnik) - US President Joe Biden’s decision to renew protections for 
Haitian nationals is a positive step but the situation will not change if he continues to support the 
island nation's repressive government, Family Action Network Movement Executive Director 
Marleine Bastien told Sputnik.
On May 22, the US renewed Temporary Protective Status (TPS) for Haitian nationals amid the 
ongoing social unrest and human rights abuses in Haiti. Meanwhile, Washington has come 
under pressure for backing the Organization of American States (OAS) position that Haitian 
President Jovenel Moise should remain in power.
"When it comes to Moise, the US is making a big, big mistake. The US has accepted the 
position of the OAS. It’s a big mistake and a bad calculation," Bastien said. "I’m asking Biden to 
reassess his position. I strongly urge him to do it. I came here [to the US] in 1981. We were 
fighting an established dictator. Right now, we’re fighting a nascent dictator."
Haiti, one of the poorest countries in the world, has been experiencing social, political, and 
constitutional crises, with protesters blaming Moise for targeted killings, widespread corruption, 
and economic collapse. The opposition believes Moise’s five-year-term should have ended in 
February 2021, five years after his predecessor Michel Martelly stepped down, but Moise has 
insisted he has an additional year to serve, a position backed by the OAS.
Bastien called the renewal of TPS a step in the right direction because it will provide some relief 
for Haitian nationals who are living in "limbo" and fearful of returning home where people are 
being killed, maimed and repressed.
"They are being killed like animals. Girls are gang-raped. There is a high level of political 
instability. You can look at recent Human Rights reports and in-country conditions. This is who 
the US is supporting," Bastien said. "What's shaking me is the silence of the world to 
state-sponsored killing. If it was Venezuela or Cuba, they would not be silent. We’re hardly 
hearing anything. Why? Why? Why?"
Bastien said Haiti's protesters, critics in the diaspora, civil society, governmental organizations 
and others demand accountability and respect for the rule of law. The uprising, she said, is 
being led by young people.
"There is a lack of respect for the Haitian people," she said. "Biden may think Haitian-Americans 
will be satisfied but he is making mistakes. The Haitian electorate is growing in Georgia, it’s 
growing in Florida. We’re a very dynamic group of voters. We are the swing voters. He needs to 
take another look and not engage Haiti with the hands-off policy of his predecessor. Biden 
needs to be careful. He could lose Haitians."
Bastien said going forward activists and advocates have to organize a push for immigration 
reform to happen.
"V\fe have never seen things offered to us on a silver platter. This is no different," said Bastien. 
"We have to keep Biden honest. He promised to do this and we have to keep the pressure on. 
V\fe don’t want to hear any excuses. He must have political courage. He promised to reform the 
immigration system, which is broken, but he has made excuses."
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Blinken Meets Indian Counterpart for Talks on COVID-19 Relief, Indo-Pacific - State Dept.

WASHINGTON, May 28 (Sputnik) - US Secretary of State Antony Blinken met with Indian 
Foreign Minister Subrahmanyam Jaishankar in Washington where they discussed the pandemic 
and strengthening cooperation in the Indo-Pacific, State Department Spokesperson Ned Price 
said in a statement.
"Secretary Blinken and Minister Jaishankar discussed a broad range of issues, including 
COVID-19 relief, efforts to strengthen Indo-Pacific cooperation through the Quad, and a shared 
commitment to combating the climate crisis and enhancing multilateral cooperation, including at 
the UN Security Council," Price said on Friday.
Earlier in the day, Blinken told reporters the United States and India are "united" in confronting 
COVID-19.
The talks come as the virus continues to run rampant through India, where the death toll has 
surpassed the 318,000 mark. Blinken said India was there in the early stages of the pandemic 
for the United States and now Washington wants to reciprocate in kind.
The US has been fortifying its position in the Indo-Pacific regions both militarily and 
diplomatically, with the government’s new fiscal year 2022 budget reflecting increased 
engagement with the area.
The defense budget included $5.1 billion for the US military’s Pacific Deterrence Initiative, which 
is designed to increase American readiness and capabilities in the Indo-Pacific.
The State Department and USAID also requested $58.5 billion to go towards causes including 
engagement with China in the Indo-Pacific region from a position of collective strength. Defense 
officials noted that deterring Beijing involves using the US’s greatest advantage over them in the 
region: allies.
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Trudeau, Johnson Discuss Opportunities for Collaboration at G7 Summit - Statement 
TORONTO, May 28 (Sputnik) - Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau during a call with British 
counterpart Boris Johnson discussed opportunities for collaboration at the upcoming G7 summit 
hosted by the United Kingdom.
"The two leaders discussed the importance of accelerating action on climate change and 
opportunities for collaboration during the G7 Leaders’ Summit," the Canadian Prime Minister’s 
Office said in a statement on Friday.
The leaders look forward to discussing several shared priorities, including ending the 
coronavirus pandemic, global economic recovery and gender equality, the statement read. 
Trudeau and Johnson also discussed the downing of Ukrainian International Airlines flight 
PS752 as well as solidarity against "rising authoritarianism."
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The G7 Leaders’ Summit in Carbis Bay, UK, beginning on June 11, will be Trudeau’s first trip 
abroad since the onset of the pandemic. Speaking to reporters on Friday, Canada’s Chief Public 
Health Officer Theresa Tam said that the Prime Minister has not consulted her regarding his trip 
but will adhere to all of the country’s travel guidelines.
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Biden $715Bln Defense Budget Seeks Boost for Missile Defense, Hypersonic Weapons

WASHINGTON, May 28 (Sputnik) - President Joe Biden's $715 billion defense budget proposal 
for fiscal year 2022 requests increased spending to upgrade the US missile defense systems 
and to continue funding the development of hypersonic weapons in order to match the 
capabilities of Russia and China, the Defense Department budget proposal revealed. 
"Hypersonic weapon development increases by $52 million to fund the Southern Cross 
Integrated Flight Research Experiment (SCI-FIRE), an air-breathing prototype in partnership 
with Australia, and the Hypersonic Attack Cruise Missile prototype while continuing to fund the 
Air Launched Rapid Response \Afeapon (ARRW) for an early operational capability in 2022. 
ARRW is funded to $238 million and is on track to be the nation’s first operational hypersonic 
weapon," the budget proposal said on Friday.
Air Force Deputy Assistant Secretary for Budget James Peccia said the defense budget 
includes $161 million to begin initial production for 12 ARRW hypersonic missiles in 2022.
In addition, the US Defense Department has requested $27.7 billion for nuclear modernization 
and $20.4 billion for missile defeat and defense systems.
The Biden administration also seeks $2.8 billion to upgrade its early warning missile defense 
system to detect and track hypersonic missiles, the budget said. This includes investments in 
the Next Generation Overhead Persistent Infrared to track ballistic and hypersonic threats, 
Upgraded Early Warning Radars, and Wide Area Surveillance in the National Capital Region, it 
added.
The budget proposes providing the Navy $2 billion to go toward ship-based defense for regional 
and strategic threats. These investments include the Aegis Ballistic Missile Defense Weapon 
System, Standard Missile procurement for cruise, ballistic and hypersonic missile defense as 
well as E-2D Hawkeye sensor capabilities.
Pentagon Director for Operations Michelle Atkinson said the construction of the AEGIS Ashore 
Ballistic Missile Defense System in Poland is more than 90 percent complete 
Moreover, Biden’s 2022 defense budget includes $5.1 billion for the US military’s Pacific 
Deterrence Initiative (PDI) meant to increase the United States’ readiness and capabilities in the 
Indo-Pacific region. These investments would be used to demonstrate US commitment to 
preserving a free and open Indo-Pacific, building forces that are ready to respond to aggression, 
and strengthening partnerships with allies in the region, the budget said.
The Defense Department is also requesting $10.4 billion for its cyberspace activities and $52.4 
billion for the procurement of more fourth and fifth generation fighter jets, which includes $12 
billion for 85 new F-35 Joint Strike Fighters and $1.5 billion for the enhanced F-15EX fighter jet.
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US Court Convicts Russian National Alexander Zhukov on Four Counts - Lawyer

WASHINGTON, May 28 (Sputnik) - A US court convicted Russian national Alexander Zhukov on 
four counts, his lawyer Zachary Margulis-Ohnuma told Sputnik.
"I can confirm that he [Zhukov] was convicted on all four counts," Margulis-Ohnuma said on 
Friday.
The office of the US Attorney for the Eastern District of New York noted that Zhukov was 
convicted by a federal jury in Brooklyn of four counts of a superseding indictment that charged 
him with wire fraud conspiracy, wire fraud, money laundering conspiracy and money laundering. 
Zhukov was extradited to the United States in January of 2019 from Bulgaria. He was among six 
Russian and Kazakh citizens indicted by the US Justice Department in 2018 for their 
involvement in an advertising fraud scheme.
“Today, after evaluating the evidence and wading through the complexities of digital advertising 
on the internet, the jury recognized the defendant for who he is a - fraudster who used 
computer code to steal millions from US companies," US Attorney Mark Lesko said. “Zhukov 
may have thought that he could get away with his fraud by carrying it out from halfway around 
the world, but this verdict sends a powerful message that US law enforcement will bring such 
cybercriminals to justice, wherever they are.”
The Justice Department said in a press release that that Zhukov carried out his digital 
advertising fraud scheme through a purported advertising network called Media Methane 
between September 2014 and December 2016.
The company had business arrangements with other advertising networks whereby it received 
payments in return for placing advertising placeholders, the release said.
"Rather than place these ad tags on real publishers’ websites, however, Media Methane rented 
more than 2,000 computer servers housed in commercial datacenters in Dallas, Texas, and 
Amsterdam, the Netherlands, and used those datacenter servers to load ads on fabricated 
websites, "spoofing” more than 6,000 domains,” the release added.
As a result of this fraud activity, Zhukov was able to falsify billions of advertisement views and 
caused businesses to pay more than $7 million for ads that were never actually viewed by real 
human internet users, according to the release.
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Trudeau Says ‘Heart Broken’After Remains of 215 Children Found at Residential School Site
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TORONTO, May 28 (Sputnik) - Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau expressed his 
condolences after the remains of 215 children were found at a residential school site in the 
province of British Columbia.
The Tk'emlups te Secwepemc First Nation announced on Thursday that a deep scan of the 
Kamloops Indian Residential School site with ground-penetrating radar confirmed the discovery 
of the remains.
"The news that remains were found at the former Kamloops residential school breaks my heart - 
it is a painful reminder of that dark and shameful chapter of our country’s history. I am thinking 
about everyone affected by this distressing news. \Ne are here for you," Trudeau said in a 
statement via Twitter.
According to the Tk'emlups te Secwepemc First Nation, some of the deceased were as young 
as three years old.
Canada’s residential school system, which placed indigenous children in state-sanctioned 
boarding schools, where they were to be culturally assimilated, is considered to be among the 
most heinous parts of the country’s history.
Roughly 150,000 aboriginal children were forcibly assimilated through the residential schools 
from 1883 to 1998 and equated to "cultural genocide,” a finalized 2015 Truth and Reconciliation 
Commission report concluded.
The report discovered that around 3,200 died in the schools, with the greatest number of deaths 
taking place before 1940. Schools also had a high number of tuberculosis and other health 
incidences in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, with death rates remaining high 
until the 1950s.
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Defense Secretary Austin Assures Israel Military Chief of ‘Ironclad’ US Support - Pentagon

WASHINGTON, May 28 (Sputnik) - US Defense Secretary Lloyd Austin assured Israeli Defense 
Minister Benny Gantz of the United States’ continued total support in a telephone conversation, 
Defense Department spokesperson John Kirby said.
“Secretary of Defense Lloyd Austin spoke this afternoon with Israeli Minister of Defense 
Benjamin 'Benny' Gantz," Kirby said in a readout of the conversation on Friday. “Secretary 
Austin reaffirmed the United States’ ironclad support for Israel’s security.”
Austin told Gantz that he shared the Biden administration’s support for building on the ceasefire 
to establish enduring security, Kirby said. Both parties agreed to remain in close coordination on 
shared defense priorities, the readout added.
Israel and Palestine's Gaza Strip were locked in a bitter conflict for 11 days that concluded with 
an Egypt-brokered ceasefire on May 20
This week, Secretary of State Antony Blinken had a two-day Middle East visit aimed at 
solidifying the ceasefire and raising money for reconstruction. One of the US goals is to ensure 
that any assistance be kept out of the hands of Hamas in an effort to contribute to reducing 
tensions in the region.
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US Court Convicts Russian National Alexander Zhukov on Four Counts - Lawyer

WASHINGTON, May 28 (Sputnik) - A US court convicted Russian national Alexander Zhukov on 
four counts, his lawyer Zachary Margulis-Ohnuma told Sputnik.
"I can confirm that he was convicted on all four counts," Margulis-Ohnuma said on Friday.
The office of Mark Lesko, acting United States Attorney Eastern District of New York, noted that 
Zhukov was convicted by a federal jury in Brooklyn of four counts of a superseding indictment 
charging him with wire fraud conspiracy, wire fraud, money laundering conspiracy, and money 
laundering.
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Canada Allots $20.7Mln for Palestinians Affected by Recent Violence - Statement

TORONTO, May 28 (Sputnik) - The Canadian government is allotting $20.7 million for 
humanitarian aid for Palestinians affected by the recent standoff between Israeli forces and 
Islamist militants, Prime Minister Justin Trudeau’s office (PMO) said.
"Prime Minister, Justin Trudeau, today announced $25 million [$20.7 million USD] in funding to 
support Palestinian civilians in the region. These funds will be provided to United Nations (UN) 
agencies and other organizations with proven track records of delivering assistance effectively 
and in accordance with Canadian requirements," the PMO said in a statement on Friday. 
Canadian aid includes $8.28 million for immediate humanitarian needs, such as water, food and 
shelter, while a second installment of $8.28 million will fund the reconstruction of critical 
infrastructure. An additional $4.14 million has been set aside for peacebuilding initiatives.
The funding is intended for both the war-torn Gaza Strip and the West Bank.
In early May, East Jerusalem saw the worst violence between Israel and Palestinians in the 
Gaza Strip in recent years. The two sides exchanged bombs, and victims were recorded from 
both during the hostilities. In Israel 12 people were killed and over 50 were seriously wounded 
during the conflicts. The death toll among Palestinians in the Gaza Strip, Jerusalem, and the 
\Afest Bank topped 270, including women and children.
While Israel and the Hamas Islamist movement have agreed to an Egypt-brokered ceasefire, 
the ruins of the conflict will require substantial financial resources to rebuild. Presently, the 
United Nations is calling on the international community to raise $95 million to help reconstruct 
the enclave.
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US Seeks to Boost Funds for Hypersonic Weapons By $52Mln to $238Min - Budget Proposal

WASHINGTON, May 28 (Sputnik) - The Biden administration is aiming to increase funding for 
hypersonic weapons development by $52 million for a total of $238 million, the Defense 
Department said in the Fiscal Year 2022 defense budget proposal.
"Hypersonic weapon development increases by $52 million to fund the Southern Cross 
Integrated Flight Research Experiment (SCI-FIRE), an air-breathing prototype in partnership 
with Australia, and the Hypersonic Attack Cruise Missile prototype while continuing to fund the 
Air Launched Rapid Response Weapon (ARRW) for an early operational capability in 2022. 
ARRW is funded to $238 million and is on track to be the nation’s first operational hypersonic 
weapon," the budget proposal said on Friday.
Air Force Deputy Assistant Secretary for Budget James Peccia said the defense budget 
includes $161 million to begin initial production fori 2 ARRW hypersonic missiles in 2022.
This week, Lockheed Martn announced that it conducted together with Northrop Grumman a 
successful, live fire test of a new hypersonic strike system. In April, the US Air Force tested the 
ARRW, but the missile failed to launch due to an issue that occurred during the first booster 
vehicle flight test.
Existing hypersonic weapons are capable of flying at speeds of up to 27 times the speed of 
sound and are highly maneuverable while operating at varying altitudes, according to published 
reports.
The United States has made the development of hypersonic missiles a priority after Russia and 
China developed hypersonic weapons.
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NASA Chief Hails ‘Vital’ Partnership With Russia, Offers Talks on Further Cooperation 
WASHINGTON, May 28 (Sputnik) - NASA Administrator Bill Nelson called Russia a vital partner 
for the United States in space and told reporters that he expects that this "exceptional 
relationship" will continue.
"I think the relationship between Russia and US in space has been exceptional ever since the 
Soviet Union... Russia is a vital partner to the [International] Space Station and I expect Russia 
to continue," Nelson said on Friday.
Nelson pointed out that NASA is looking forward to discussions with Russian counterparts about 
the continuation of the extraordinary relationship.
"In times when things might be a little more difficult on the face of the Earth we seemed to be 
getting along pretty good in space," he said.
Nelson told reporters that he plans to attend virtually a panel discussion at the St. Petersburg 
International Economic Forum next week.
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NASA Chief Says He Will Participate Virtually in Space Conference in Russia Next Month

WASHINNGTON, May 28 (Sputnik) - NASA Administrator Ben Nelson said that he is going to 
participate in the GLEX-2021 space conference in St. Petersburg, Russia, in June.
"Am I expected to attend the conference in St Petersburg, Russia? Yes, I am planning to do that 
virtually," Nelson told reporters on Friday.
Dmitry Rogozin, the head of Russian state space agency Roscosmos, announced on Tuesday 
that he invited the newly appointed head of NASA, Bill Nelson, to visit Russia to discuss 
cooperation in space.
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NASA 2022 Budget Does Not Include Purchase of Seats on Russia's Rocket Soyuz - CFO

WASHINGTON, May 28 (Sputnik) - The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) 
budget proposal for fiscal year 2022 does not include any plans to purchase seats on the 
Russian Soyuz rocket to send US astronauts to space, but the United States still intends to do 
so in the future, Acting NASA Chief Financial Officer Steve Shinn said during a telephone 
conference.
"This budget doesn't have any planned purchase of Soyuz seats, however, we still have 
reciprocity agreements for us on your vehicles and vis-a-versa," Shinn said on Friday. "So again 
no plans of Soyuz purchases but we still have the planning to use those vehicles either way."
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SPUTNIKTOP STORIES OF THE DAY 
WASHINGTON, May 28 (Sputnik)

US 2022 BUDGET PROPOSAL
* The Biden administration is aiming to increase funding for hypersonic weapons development 
by $52 million for a total of $238 million, the Defense Department said in the Fiscal Year 2022 
defense budget proposal released on Friday.
* The Defense Department seeks $10.4 billion for its cyberspace activities, $27.7 billion for 
nuclear modernization and $20.4 billion for missile defeat and defense systems in fiscal year 
2022, the budget proposal revealed.
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* The State Department seeks $58.5 billion for its global operations, including its efforts to 
counter Russia and China, among which $800 million for international broadcasting operations, 
the budget proposal also revealed.
* The budget request includes a $750 million Cybersecurity Reserve to be allocated to nine 
federal agencies most impacted by the SolarWinds cyber attack, according to the congressional 
budget justification released by the State Department.

PUTIN-BIDEN MEETING
* The latest cybersecurity breach of a US federal agency that has been attributed to Russia will 
not impact the upcoming summit between US President Joe Biden and Russian President 
Vladimir Putin, White House Deputy Press Secretary Karine Jean-Pierre said on Friday.

TANKER ACCIDENT AT BOSPHORUS
* Traffic along the Bosphorus Strait in Istanbul has been stopped due to the accident of a 
Croatian tanker that lost control, Turkish broadcaster NTV reported on Friday.
* The RAVAtanker, which lost control and blocked to Bosphorus Strait, is being towed to the 
anchorage, the Turkish Coast Guard General Directorate said.
* The incident with a tanker in the Bosphorus Strait in Istanbul did not lead to casualties, there 
is no damage to the environment, the city administration said.

PUTIN-LUKASHENKO MEETING
* Russian President Vladimir Putin on Friday remembered the forced landing of former Bolivian 
President Evo Morales' aircraft to search for US whistleblower Edward Snowden on board in 
2013 during a meeting with Belarusian President Alexander Lukashenko.
* Lukashenko told Putin during a meeting on Friday that he will show him "some documents" 
about the situation in Belarus after the incident with the emergency landing of a Ryanair aircraft 
in Minsk.

RYANAIR GROUNDING IN BELARUS
* US President Joe Biden’s team is putting together options for him to consider to sanction 
Belarus over the grounding of a Ryanair passenger jet in Minsk, White House Principal Deputy 
Press Secretary Karine Jean-Pierre said on Friday.
* The Belarusian Investigative Committee said it would send a request to the Swiss prosecutor's 
office for legal assistance in the case of the "bomb threat" on the Ryanair flight.
* There were several messages about a bomb on a Ryanair plane received via Swiss email 
provided ProtonMail at different times, the Belarusian Investigative Committee said.
* Imposing sanctions on Belarus before the results of an investigation into the grounding of a 
Ryanair plane in Minsk is irresponsible, Russian Deputy Permanent Representative to the 
United Nations Dmitry Polyanskiy said.

ARMENIA-AZERBAIJAN CONFLICT
* The OSCE Minsk Group Co-Chairs called in a statement the threat of the use of force to 
resolve border disputes between Baku and Yerevan unacceptable, confirming their readiness to 
assist in facilitating the delimitation and demarcation of the border.
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* In connection with another incident on the border between Armenia and Azerbaijan, the 
European Union calls on the parties to de-escalate, and also offers assistance in the settlement, 
the bloc's external action service spokesman Peter Stano said in a statement.
* Russian Defense Minister Sergei Shoigu and his Armenian counterpart, Vagharshak 
Harutyunyan, are holding a meeting in Moscow to discuss all current issues.

CORONAVIRUS VACCINE
* The European Medicines Agency (EMA) has approved the use of the COVID-19 vaccine 
developed by Pfizer/BioNTech in adolescents aged 12-15, Marco Caveleri, the head of EMA’s 
Biological Health Threats and Vaccines Strategy, said on Friday.
* Data on safety of the Sputnik V COVID-19 vaccine for pregnant women is obtained, and 
changes will be made to its instructions, Health Minister Mikhail Murashko told Sputnik.
* The United Kingdom’s Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency (MHRA) 
greenlighted the use of a single-shot COVID-19 vaccine, developed by Johnson & Johnson.
* Japan decided to extend a state of emergency in nine prefectures over the coronavirus 
pandemic until June 20, Prime Minister Yoshihide Suga said.
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Wbll Street Stocks Except Tech Defy 'Sell-in-May' Ending up 4th Straight Month

NEW YORK, May 28 (Sputnik) - US stocks, except those from the technology sector, posted a 
four straight month of gains on Friday as investors defied the "Sell-in-May-and-Go-Away” 
phenomenon amid rapid economic recovery from the coronavirus pandemic.
The Dow Jones Industrial Average, the broadest US equity barometer, closed at 34,530 points, 
up 1.9 percent for May as trading settled for the month ahead of Monday’s Memorial Day. It 
was, however, the smallest gain over the past four months for the Dow, which rose as much as 
6.6 percent in March.
The S&P 500, which groups the top 500 stocks on the New York Stock Exchange, closed at 
4,205 points, up 0.6 percent for May. Like the Dow, it was also the smallest monthly gain for the 
S&P, which posted a win as big as 4.2 percent in March.
The Nasdaq Composite index, which includes high-flying tech stocks such as Face book, 

Amazon, Apple, Microsoft, Netflix and Google, closed at 13,749 points, down 1.5 percent for 
May. It was the first monthly loss since November for the technology bellwether. Nasdaq jumped 
nearly 12 percent in November, in a positive run that lasted till April.
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US Fiscal Deficit to Stay Around $1.3 Trillion Over Next Decade - Budget Proposal
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WASHINGTON, May 28 (Sputnik) - Biden's administration on Friday unveiled a $6 trillion budget 
proposal that would push the deficit to $1.7 trillion in 2022, while the average deficit over the 
next decade is projected to be around $1.3 trillion per year, a proposal released by the White 
House showed on Friday.
"The full set of proposals in the Budget reduce the annual deficit by the end of the 10-year 
budget window and every year thereafter. In the second decade, the Budget’s proposals reduce 
deficits by over $2 trillion,” the budget proposal said.
As regards the percentage of the US public debt as a percent of Gross Domestic Product 
(GDP), it is estimated that it will continue to grow by slightly less than one percent per year and 
will reach 117 percent in 2031, according to the calculations in the proposal.
It is also projected that the amount of US public debt as a percentage of GDP in 2021 will reach 
nearly 110 percent, a 10 percent increase as compared to the fiscal year 2020.
The proposal pointed out that over the long term the US financial system will be facing fiscal 
challenges which will be driven by demographic pressures on health and retirement programs 
as well as by inadequate revenue levels.
The Biden’s administration reckons that the two major investment plans, the American Jobs 
Plan and American Families Plan, will be paid for over 15 years while the savings from the tax 
system reform are expected to exceed the cost of major investments.
Earlier on Friday, US President Joe Biden proposed a $6 trillion budget for the 2022 fiscal year 
which will entail vast infrastructure and social programs, as well as corporate tax increase 
among others.
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US Aviation Administration Tells Airlines to Use Extreme Caution When Flying Over Belarus 
WASHINGTON, May 28 (Sputnik) - The US Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) on Friday 
advised airlines to exercise “extreme caution’’ while flying over Belarus following the incident 
with grounding of a Ryanair jet in Minsk.
"The FAA’s Notice to Airmen says airlines should continue to exercise extreme caution until the 
agency can better assess Belarus’ actions surrounding the May 23 diversion of a passenger jet 
and the potential for Belarus to repeat similar actions in the future,” the FAA said in a statement. 
The FAA said that it is working closely with other US agencies to determine whether any 
additional measures may be necessary and promised to evaluate an international investigation 
report to determine the risks for US airlines flying in that area.
On Sunday, an Irish airline Ryanair traveling from Greece to Lithuania made an emergency 
landing in Minsk over a bomb threat, which turned out to be fake. One of its passengers, Roman 
Protasevich, the founder of a Telegram channel that Belarus has designated as extremist, was 
detained during the stopover at the airport.
On Monday, the European Union suspended the flights of Belarussian airplanes and 
recommended European carriers to avoid flights over Belarus as well as urging new sanctions 
on the country.
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Construction Firm Head Charged in $1 OOMIn Plot to Defraud US - Justice Dept.

WASHINGTON, May 28 (Sputnik) - The president of a construction company has been charged 
with paying bribes to fraudulently get contracts worth $100 million from the US government, the 
Justice Department said on Friday.
"Sina Moayedi allegedly paid lucrative bribes to [a] State Department insider in exchange for 
confidential bidding information, and fraudulently induced [the] State Department to pay his 
company approximately $100 million, the Justice Department said in a press release.
US Attorney for the Southern District of New York Audrey Strauss announced Moayedi’s arrest 
on charges including bribery and fraud. Moayedi was arrested in Castleton, Virginia.
“Sina Moayedi made misrepresentations about his employees’ qualifications and his company’s 
ownership in order to induce the State Department into awarding approximately $100 million in 
lucrative construction contracts to Moayedi’s company, Montage. Moayedi also allegedly 
cultivated a State Department insider, and paid the insider lucrative bribes,” Strauss said. 
Moayedi now had to be held accountable for his alleged brazen fraud on the US government, 
Strauss added.
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US State Dept. Requests $58.5Bln in 2022 Budget for Global Operations, Countering Russia

WASHINGTON, May 28 (Sputnik) - The Biden administration on Friday asked Congress for 
$58.5 billion in fiscal year 2022 to support the State Department’s global operations, including its 
efforts to counter Russia and China.
The White House released full details of its budget proposal more than a month after previewing 
a $6 trillion presidential request for the next fiscal year.
“At a moment of unprecedented challenge and change, it is essential for the United States to 
work in common cause with our allies and partners around the world to advance our vital 
interests, promote shared prosperity, and defend our democratic values," Secretary of State 
Antony Blinken wrote in the State Department’s congressional budget justification.
Blinken said the budget request of $58.5 billion for the State Department would allow it to chart 
"this course."
"It reflects the importance the Biden-Harris administration places on US global leadership and 
our belief that diplomacy and development are vital tools for advancing US interests,” he added. 
The request exceeds fiscal year 2021 budget by $5.4 billion. The federal budget draft allocates 
another $5.2 billion to cover international activities of other government agencies.
In an unraveling global powers competition the State Department asked for hundreds of millions 
to fund operations to deter Russia and China across the world.
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Almost $666 million are expected to be spent in Europe and Eurasia on building regional 
countries’ resilience to “foreign malign influence” and advancing “Euro-Atlantic integration, while 
addressing growing challenges from Russia and the People’s Republic of China, including 
predatory development,” according to the document.
Priority recipients of the funding include Georgia, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, and Ukraine with 
$255 million requested in assistance for the latter. “US assistance will strengthen Ukraine’s 
ability to counter Russian aggression," the State Department said. It also expects the funding to 
accelerate reforms, support energy security, contribute to reconstruction efforts, and provide 
support for the Organization for Security Co-operation in Europe Special Monitoring Mission.
The State Department requested another $1,9 billion to bolster US allies in the Middle East and 
counter Iran’s and China's influence in the region.
The State Department seeks $810 million for international broadcasting operations of its US 
Agency for Global Media. It will target "key markets such as China, Russia, and Iran; countries 
in the Middle East and Africa dealing with violent extremism; and countries where climate 
change, public health crises, and economic uncertainty are threatening democratic values and 
emboldening authoritarian regimes."
The State Department will also continue covering “emerging political and humanitarian 
challenges" in countries such as Myanmar, Belarus, Hong Kong, and Venezuela, as well as "the 
historic transition of power" in Cuba.
Other State Department’s budget requests include $1.4 billion to combat various infectious 
diseases, $0.5 billion increase in financing UN peacekeeping missions, doubling of spending on 
educational and cultural exchange programs, $700 million to support global efforts to counter 
climate change.
The request also provides for a $750 million Cybersecurity Reserve to be allocated to nine 
federal agencies most impacted by the SolarWinds hacking attack - a cyberespionage operation 
officially attributed by the United States to the Russian foreign intelligence. Russia denies any 
wrongdoing.
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Canada Backs ICAO Fact-Finding Probe Into Ryanair Incident - Transport Department

TORONTO, May 28 (Sputnik) - Canada backs the International Civil Aviation Organization 
(ICAO)’s probe into the grounding of Ryanair international flight in Minsk, Belarus, Transport 
Canada spokesperson Frederica Dupuis told Sputnik on Friday.
On Thursday, the ICAO Council launched a fact-finding investigation into allegations of Belarus 
violating flight security protocols by diverting the airplane, en route from Athens to Vilnius, over a 
false bomb threat.
"Canada supports the fact finding investigation by the ICAO on this troubling incident," Dupuis 
said in a statement, highlighting that Ottawa remains "extremely concerned" by the allegations.
In response to the incident, Ottawa has issued a warning to Canadian air operators advising 
them against flying in Belarusian airspace, she said.
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While the ICAO probe will focus on Minsk’s role in the incident, the Russian delegation - with 
the support of the Chinese and South African counterparts - argued during Thursday’s urgent 
council meeting that a full investigation should be conducted into alleged interference on the 
part of the ICAO’s Air Navigation and Legal Affairs and External Relations bureaus.
However, Russian Deputy Permanent Representative Dmitry Polyanskiy said in a press briefing 
on Friday that Moscow will not conduct its own investigation, instead throwing its support behind 
the ICAO investigation, while continuing to support Belarus.
The ICAO Council is urging member states and other stakeholders to collaborate with the 
investigation and is offering the assistance and expertise of the international body. ICAO 
Secretary General Dr. Fang Liu assured that the council has the full support of the Secretariat in 
its mission.
The international civil aviation body convened an urgent meeting of 36 diplomatic 
representatives in the ICAO Council to discuss Sunday’s incident. The meeting was also 
attended by representatives of Belarus, Ireland, Lithuania, Poland and Ukraine.
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US State Dept. Seeks Additional $160Mln to Tackle Increasing Cyber Threats - Official

WASHINGTON, May 28 (Sputnik) - The US State Department is requesting an additional $160 
million in congressional funding towards addressing the increasing threat from malign cyber 
activity, the department’s Bureau of Budget and Planning Director Douglas Pitkin said on Friday. 
Earlier in the day, the US State Department unveiled its proposed budget for the fiscal year 
2022.

"Wa’re requesting a total increase of approximately $160 million in cybersecurity funding over 
our current levels,” Pitkin told reporters.
Pitkin said the request for additional funds reflects the evolving nature of cybersecurity threats 
as well as for specific initiatives in the aftermath of the Solarwinds cyberattack.
The United States claims that Russia is behind the SoiarWinds attack on numerous government 
agencies and private entities. Russia denies any wrongdoing.
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US State Dept. Seeks 8,000 Special Visas for Afghans Who Supported VSJar Effort - Official

WASHINGTON, May 28 (Sputnik) - The US State Department will ask Congress to increase the 
number of special immigrant visas from 4,000 to 8,000 for those who supported Washington's 
war effort in Afghanistan, Deputy Secretary of Management and Resources Brian McKeon said 
on Friday.
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"So, that the program that I think folks are familiar with is called the Afghan Special Immigrant 
Visa Program. Congress provides authorization for a certain number of visas each year. 
Typically, in the last few years, they have provided 4,000 slots. We are asking for 8,000 this 
year," McKeon told reporters.
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US Imported Oil Twice From Iran in Last Two Quarters Despite Sanctions - EIA Data

WASHINGTON, May 28 (Sputnik) - The United States imported crude oil and petroleum 
products from Iran twice between the last two quarters despite Washington's sanctions against 
Tehran, Energy Information Administration (EIA) data revealed on Friday.
The estimated import of 36,000 barrels per day in October 2020 and 33,000 barrels daily in 
March this year appear to be the first such purchases made by the United States from Iran since 
1993 at least, the EIA data showed.
The EIA did not explain how the Iranian imports showed up on its log, despite current US 
sanctions prohibiting any country from importing Iranian oil.
The United States has a long history of sanctions against Iran, dating back to 1984, when it 
prohibited weapon sales and all US assistance to Iran.
President Barack Obama in 2012 issued sanctions targeting Iranian financial institutions 
designed to effectively choke off the sale of Iranian oil. Obama also lifted those sanctions in 
2016 after Iran signed a nuclear deal with the United States and other world powers, pledging 
not to make atomic weapons.
Obama's successor Donald Trump, however, canceled that nuclear deal in 2018 and put new, 
intensified sanctions on Iran. President Joe Biden, after entering office in January this year, had 
allowed negotiations to begin on a fresh nuclear deal with Iran. The Biden administration is also 
not enforcing sanctions against Iran as strenuously as the Trump administration.
It is between the handover from Trump to Biden and the first couple of months of the current 
administration that the US imports from Iran occurred, EIA data shows.
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US Seeks $2.8Bln to Upgrade Hypersonic Missile Early V\ferning System - Budget

WASHINGTON, May 28 (Sputnik) - The Biden administration is seeking $2.8 billion to upgrade 
its early warning missile defense system to detect and track hypersonic missiles, the Defense 
Department said in the Fiscal Year 2022 defense budget proposal released on Friday.
"Air Force and Space Force investments total $2.8 billion to upgrade and sustain strategic and 
tactical warning and tracking systems," the budget proposal said. "These investments include
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the Next Generation Overhead Persistent Infrared to track ballistic and hypersonic threats, 
Upgraded Early Warning Radars, and Wide Area Surveillance in the National Capital Region." 
Moreover, the budget proposes providing the Navy $2 billion to go toward ship-based defense 
for regional and strategic threats. These investments include the Aegis Ballistic Missile Defense 
Weapon System, Standard Missile procurement for cruise, ballistic, and hypersonic missile 
defense, and E-2D Hawkeye sensor capabilities.
Earlier in May, the US Space Force launched the fifth of a constellation of six planned Infrared 
System Geosynchronous Earth Orbit (SBIRS GEO) missile detection and early warning 
satellites.
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US Seeks to Boost Funds for Hypersonic Weapons By $52Mln to $238Mln - Budget Proposal

WASHINGTON, May 28 (Sputnik) - The Biden administration is aiming to increase funding for 
hypersonic weapons development by $52 million for a total of $238 million, the Defense 
Department said in the Fiscal Year 2022 defense budget proposal released on Friday. 
"Hypersonic weapon development increases by $52 million to fund the Southern Cross 
Integrated Flight Research Experiment (SCI-FIRE), an air-breathing prototype in partnership 
with Australia, and the Hypersonic Attack Cruise Missile prototype while continuing to fund the 
Air Launched Rapid Response Weapon (ARRW) for an early operational capability in 2022. 
ARRW is funded to $238 million and is on track to be the nation’s first operational hypersonic 
weapon," the budget proposal said.
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with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.

Pentagon Seeks $10.4BIn for Cyberspace Activities - Budget

WASHINGTON, May 28 (Sputnik) - The US Department of Defense seeks $10.4 billion for its 
cyberspace activities in fiscal year 2022, the Pentagon’s budget proposal revealed on Friday. 
"$10.4 billion committed to cyberspace activities on FY [Fiscal Year] 2022," the document said.

This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise 
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file 
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.

Austin Discusses With NATO Chief Alliance's Deterrence, Defense Posture - Pentagon

WASHINGTON, May 28 (Sputnik) - US Defense Secretary Lloyd Austin discussed with NATO 
Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg over the telephone a range of topics, including the
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alliance's deterrence and defense posture as well as the United States' withdrawal from 
Afghanistan, Defense Department Press Secretary John Kirby said on Friday.
"Secretary Austin focused on the importance of maintaining a credible NATO deterrence and 
defense posture, investing in defense capabilities, and improving Alliance readiness to fight and 
win if deterrence fails. The leaders also discussed the retrograde in Afghanistan and the NATO 
mission in Iraq," Kirby said in a readout of the conversation.
The two officials also discussed the NATO 2030 proposal, which aims to maintain alliance's 
military and political power while giving it a more global view as well as Stoltenberg’s visit to the 
British aircraft carrier Queen Elizabeth where he witnessed the NATO allies working jointly as 
part of the military exercise Steadfast Defender 21.
The defense ministers of the NATO member nations are scheduled to meet on June 1st and the 
heads of state on June 14, according to the readout.

This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise 
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file 
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.

US State Dept. Seeks Nearly $300Mln to Counter Russia in Europe - Budget Proposal 
WASHINGTON, May 28 (Sputnik) - The US State Department is seeking some $300 million to 
counter Russia in Europe, the Fiscal Year 2022 Congressional Justification revealed on Friday. 
"Europe and Eurasia ($299.0 million): The strategic security priorities in Europe and Eurasia are 
to counter Russian influence and aggression by bolstering allies' and partners’ capability to 
exercise 118sovereignty and provide for their own defense through improved interoperability 
with NATO and other Western forces, the creation of force multipliers in the region, and the 
implementation of sustainable defense reforms," the document said. "Funds will support the 
provision of equipment and training, including tactical equipment for intelligence, surveillance, 
and reconnaissance: command and control; and target acquisition capabilities."
The State Department said priority recipients of the funding include Ukraine, Georgia, Estonia, 
Latvia, and Lithuania.
"A portion of FMF regional funds will be used to expand the European Recapitalization Incentive 
Program (ERIP), which emphasizes burden sharing by incentivizing US grant military assistance 
for countries that commit national funds to modernize their militaries and divest Russian 
equipment,” the document said.
The State Department underscored that it will work with the Pentagon on potential countries and 
proposals as funding priorities allow, the document said.

This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise 
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file 
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.

Pentagon Requests Nearly $50Bln for US Nuclear Upgrade, Missile Defense - Budget Proposal
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WASHINGTON, May 28 (Sputnik) - The US Defense Department has requested $27.7 billion for 
nuclear modernization and $20.4 billion for missile defeat and defense systems in a new budget 
for the 2022 fiscal year, the Pentagon said on Friday.
"The Department’s FY [fiscal year] 2022 Budget focuses innovation and modernization," the 
Pentagon said in its budget request, which seeks $27.7 billion for nuclear modernization, 
including new submarine and long range bombers, and $20.4 billion for missile defeat and 
defense systems, including sea-based missile defense systems.

This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise 
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file 
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.

US 2022 Budget Requests $800Mln for International Broadcasting - State Dept.

WASHINGTON, May 28 (Sputnik) - The US State Department seeks over $800 million in 2022 
for international broadcasting operations that will be covering Russia, China and Iran among 
other countries, according to the budget justification released on Friday.
"The US Agency for Global Media’s Fiscal Year 2022 Request of $810.4 million provides $800.7 
million for International Broadcasting Operations and $9.7 million for Broadcasting Capital 
Improvements," the document said.
With the requested funding, the agency will target "programming in key markets such as China, 
Russia, and Iran; countries in the Middle East and Africa dealing with violent extremism; and 
countries where climate change, public health crises, and economic uncertainty are threatening 
democratic values and emboldening authoritarian regimes." It will also continue covering 
emerging political and humanitarian challenges in countries such as Myanmar, Belarus, Hong 
Kong, and Venezuela, as well as "the historic transition of power" underway in Cuba.

This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise 
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file 
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.

Biden’s Defense Budget Includes $5.1 Bln for 'Deterrence' in Indo-Pacific - Pentagon

WASHINGTON, May 28 (Sputnik) - Biden’s fiscal year 2022 defense budget includes $5.1 billion 
for the US military’s Pacific Deterrence Initiative (PDI) meant to increase the United States' 
readiness and capabilities in the Indo-Pacific region, the Defense Department said on Friday. 
“The FY 2022 request funds $5.1 B for PDI to maintain a conventional military advantage 
necessary to deter aggression in the Indo-Pacific region," the Defense Department said. 
Investments in the PDI will be used to demonstrate US commitment to preserving a free and 
open Indo-Pacific, building forces that are ready to respond to aggression, and strengthening 
partnerships with allies in the region, teh Defense Department added.
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No Changes to Biden-Putin Summit Despite New Hack Blamed on Russia - White House

WASHINGTON, May 28 (Sputnik) - The latest cybersecurity breach of a US federal agency that 
has been attributed to Russia will not impact the upcoming summit between US President Joe 
Biden and Russian President Vladimir Putin, White House Deputy Press Secretary Karine 
Jean-Pierre said on Friday.
"No changes to the summit. We're going to move forward with that," Jean-Pierre said during a 
press gaggle on Air Force One when asked if the latest breach attributed to Russia would 
impact the upcoming summit.
Microsoft said a cyber actor identified as Nobelium, who originates in Russia, carried out a 
widespread malicious email campaign targeting private organizations and government 
agencies, such as US Agency for International Development.
Jean-Pierre said the Biden administration is aware of the incident and monitoring the situation. 
Microsoft said on Thursday that Nobelium is the same actor behind the attacks on SolarWinds 
customers in 2020. Nobelium has allegedly used USAID's account for email marketing service 
Constant Contact to launch the new wave of attacks this week. The hackers are said to have 
used it to send out phishing emails, distributing a backdoor known as NativeZone, which allows, 
among other things, to steal data and infect other computers connected to the same network. 
The United States has been accusing the Kremlin of being involved in the SolarWinds hack, 
while Moscow has denied any role in the incident. Earlier in the month, Russian Foreign 
Intelligence Service Director Sergey Naryshkin expressed the belief that US spy agencies could 
be behind the hacking attack.
Microsoft said this wave of attacks targeted approximately 3,000 email accounts at more than 
150 different organizations. Most of the organizations impacted by the phishing campaign are in 
the United States, but targeted victims span at least 24 countries. The software company said at 
least a quarter of the targeted organizations were involved in international development, 
humanitarian, and human rights work.

This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise 
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US 2022 Budget Requests $750Mln to Boost Agencies Affected by SolarWinds Attack - 
Proposal

WASHINGTON, May 28 (Sputnik) - The US budget request for Fiscal Year (FY) 2022 includes a 
$750 million Cybersecurity Reserve to be allocated to nine federal agencies most impacted by 
the SolarWinds cyber attack, according to the congressional budget justification released by the 
State Department on Friday.
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"The FY 2022 President’s Budget includes a Cybersecurity Reserve of $750 million and 
allocates these resources to nine agencies that were most significantly impacted by the 
SolarWinds attack," the document said.
The United States accused Russia of carrying out the SolarWinds attack on numerous 
government agencies and private entities through exploiting vulnerabilities of commercial 
patches and updates. Russia denies any wrongdoing.

This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise 
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file 
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US State Dept. Requests $255Mln in 2022 Budget to Boost Ukraine Ability to Counter Russia

WASHINGTON, May 28 (Sputnik) - The US State Department has requested $255 million to 
strengthen Ukraine’s ability to counter Russia, the Fiscal Year 2022 Congressional Justification 
revealed on Friday.
"Ukraine ($255.0 million): US assistance will strengthen Ukraine’s ability to counter Russian 
aggression," the document said. "Funding will accelerate reforms to address corruption; 
enhance transparency and accountability, including by expanding e-government initiatives; 
advance institutional reforms and training necessary for European integration; improve the 
business climate and enhance trade capacity; strengthen the agricultural sector; support energy 
security through reform of Ukraine's national oil and gas company and increase energy 
efficiency; contribute to reconstruction efforts; and provide support for the Organization for 
Security Co-operation in Europe (OSCE) Special Monitoring Mission (SMM) in Ukraine."
The State Department said in the document that the requested funds are also needed to 
promote democratic and economic reforms, support civil society, decentralize and allow access 
to unbiased information.
In addition, the requested funds will also support efforts to address "vaccine hesitancy" and 
"post-pandemic response and preparedness," the document said.
In April, the US Senate Foreign Relations Committee advanced a bill to provide Ukraine with 
$300 million in security assistance over the next four years.
The legislation provides $300 million in security assistance to Ukraine from 2022 to 2026, 
including for lethal assistance such as anti-aircraft, anti-ship, anti-tank and anti-armor weapon 
systems, among other items.
The Ukraine Security Partnership Act of 2021, introduced by a bipartisan group of Senators, 
also authorizes $4 million per year to train Ukrainian military officers and encourages the Biden 
administration to establish a working group with relevant European allies as well as appoint a 
special envoy.
On March 1, the US Defense Department announced a new $125 million assistance package 
for Ukraine that included two additional armed Mark VI patrol boats, training, equipment and 
funding for advisory efforts. Since 2014, the United States has committed more than $2 billion in 
security assistance to Ukraine, according to the Defense Department.
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US State Dept. Requests $1,4Bln to Combat Infectious Diseases - 2022 Budget Proposal 
WASHINGTON, May 28 (Sputnik) - The US State Department requests $1.4 billion to combat 
infectious diseases in 2022, according to the congressional budget justification released on 
Friday.
“Combating Infectious Disease Threats ($1,416.5 million; $1,166.5 million is in GHP-USAID and 
$250.0 million is in GHP-State): As the COVID-19 pandemic illustrates, in an increasingly 
interconnected world, diseases know no borders. With the resources requested in FY 2022, the 
United States will continue to combat infectious diseases that threaten the lives of millions each 
year,” the document said.

This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise 
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US State Dept. Seeks $455Mln to Boost Engagement in W. Hemisphere - Budget Justification

WASHINGTON, May 28 (Sputnik) - The US State Department seeks $455 million for 
engagements in the Western Hemisphere, according to the congressional budget justification for 
Fiscal Year 2022 released on Friday.
"Western Hemisphere ($455.3 million): The request will support [the Biden] administration goals 
for US engagement in the Western Hemisphere, including advancing priorities relating to 
democracy and good governance, economic growth and development, and climate change 
mitigation," the document said.

This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise 
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No Changes to Biden-Putin Summit Despite New Hack Blamed on Russia - White House

WASHINGTON, May 28 (Sputnik) - The latest cybersecurity breach of a US federal agency that 
has been attributed to Russia will not impact the upcoming summit between US President Joe 
Biden and Russian President Vladimir Putin, White House Deputy Press Secretary Karine 
Jean-Pierre said on Friday.
"No changes to the summit. Ws're going to move forward with that," Jean-Pierre said during a 
press gaggle on Air Force One when asked if the latest breach attributed to Russia would 
impact the upcoming summit.
Earlier in the day, Microsoft said a cyber actor identified as Nobelium, who originates in Russia, 
carried out a widespread malicious email campaign targeting private organizations and 
government agencies, such as US Agency for International Development.
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Biden’s Team to Put Together 'Options’ to Sanction Belarus Over Ryanair Incident

WASHINGTON, May 28 (Sputnik) - US President Joe Biden's team is putting together options 
for him to consider to sanction Belarus over the grounding of a Ryanair passenger jet in Minsk, 
White House Principal Deputy Press Secretary Karine Jean-Pierre said on Friday.
"I don't have any updates. The president's team is going to put together some options for him. 
There'll be more to come," Jean-Pierre said.
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US State Dept. Seeks Nearly $300Mln to Counter Russia in Europe - Budget Proposal

WASHINGTON, May 28 (Sputnik) - The US State Department is seeking some $300 million to 
counter Russia in Europe, the Fiscal Year 2022 Congressional Justification revealed on Friday. 
"Europe and Eurasia ($299.0 million): The strategic security priorities in Europe and Eurasia are 
to counter Russian influence and aggression by bolstering allies' and partners’ capability to 
exercise 118sovereignty and provide for their own defense through improved interoperability 
with NATO and other Western forces, the creation of force multipliers in the region, and the 
implementation of sustainable defense reforms," the document said. "Funds will support the 
provision of equipment and training, including tactical equipment for intelligence, surveillance, 
and reconnaissance; command and control; and target acquisition capabilities."
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US State Dept. Seeks $665Mln to Counter Adversaries in Europe, Eurasia - Budget Proposal

WASHINGTON, May 28 (Sputnik) - The US State Department is seeking $665 million to counter 
adversaries in both Europe and Eurasia, the fiscal year 2020 Congressional Budget Justification 
revealed on Friday.
"Europe and Eurasia ($665.8 million): The FY 2022 AEECA request for Europe and Eurasia will 
build countries’ resilience to foreign malign influence and advance Euro-Atlantic integration, 
while addressing growing challenges from Russia and the People’s Republic of China, including 
predatory development," the document said. "Funding will support programs focused on 
defending democracy, rule of law, advancing human rights and gender equality, fighting 
corruption, and countering authoritarianism."
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US State Dept. Requests $155Mln to Fund Chinese Malign Influence Fund - Budget Proposal

WASHINGTON, May 28 (Sputnik) - The US State Department has asked for $155 million to 
support the Chinese malign influence fund, the F22 Congressional Justification said on Friday. 
"Countering PRC Malign Influence Fund (CPMIF) ($155.0 million): The CPMIF will strengthen 
the Administration’s efforts to win the strategic competition with the People's Republic of China 
(PRC) in line with principles articulated in the Interim National Security Strategy Guidance," the 
document said. "CPMIF will build on current efforts to support U.S. support the Administration’s 
goals to increase the capacity and resilience of US partners and allies worldwide to deter 
aggression, coercion, and malign influence by state and non-state actors."
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US State Dept. Requests $255Mln in 2022 Budget to Boost Ukraine Ability to Counter Russia

WASHINGTON, May 28 (Sputnik) - The US State Department has requested $255 million to 
strengthen Ukraine’s ability to counter Russia, the Fiscal Year 2022 Congressional Justification 
said on Friday.
"Ukraine ($255.0 million): US assistance will strengthen Ukraine’s ability to counter Russian 
aggression,” the document said. “Funding will accelerate reforms to address corruption: 
enhance transparency and accountability, including by expanding e-government initiatives; 
advance institutional reforms and training necessary for European integration; improve the 
business climate and enhance trade capacity; strengthen the agricultural sector; support energy 
security through reform of Ukraine's national oil and gas company and increase energy 
efficiency; contribute to reconstruction efforts; and provide support for the Organization for 
Security Co-operation in Europe (OSCE) Special Monitoring Mission (SMM) in Ukraine."
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Average US Gasoline Prices Highest Since 2014 - Energy Dept.

WASHINGTON, May 28 (Sputnik) - The average price of gasoline in the United States has 
reached the highest level since 2014, the Energy Information Administration (EIA) said on 
Friday.
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"The average retail price for regular gasoline in the United States on May 24, the Monday before 
the Memorial Day weekend, was $3.02 per gallon, the highest gasoline price before Memorial 
Day since 2014, according to our weekly Gasoline and Diesel Fuel Update,” the ElAsaid.
The EIA noted that the average price of gasoline on May 24 was $1.14 higher than the same 
time last year. The increase in the price is attributed to refinery production not keeping pace with 
the rise in demand for gasoline as the United States eases coronavirus-related restrictive 

measures.
This high price of fuel comes before Memorial Day weekend, during which time some 34 million 
people are expected to travel by car. This estimate represents a 52 percent increase from last 
year, when 23 million people traveled by car for Memorial Day, the fewest since 2000.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise 
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with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.

UN Continues to Assist Colombia Marking 1 Month of Protest Violence - Spokesman

UNITED NATIONS, May 28 (Sputnik) - The United Nations continues to lend assistance to 
Colombia as the country marks 30 days since the start of nationwide protests with roadblocks 
preventing critical supply from being transported throughout the country's cities, UN spokesman 
Faran Haq said in a press briefing on Friday.
"We continue to closely follow developments surrounding the protests in Colombia and to lend 
support where the UN can be of assistance," Haq said.
Since April 28, Colombia has been gripped by protests against tax hikes, which continue even 
after the authorities discarded the initiative. Labor and student organizations demand social and 
healthcare reforms, demilitarization of cities, and dissolution of Mobile Anti-Disturbance 
Squadron forces.
According to the Ministry of Finance, the daily damage to the country's economy is almost half a 
billion US dollars, total losses exceeding 10 billion dollars. In some cases, it was necessary to 
use humanitarian corridors with the support of the local UN mission to provide Cali, the 
epicenter of protests, and other blocked cities with food, medicine, and fuel.
Haq said the UN team on the ground continues to call for respect for the right of peaceful 
protest and full observance of human rights by the security forces. The world's body also urged 
a stop to all violence and acts of vandalism.
"Our special representative is on the ground Mr. Carlos Ruiz Massieu is trying to make sure that 
that the peace process continues to be on track," the spokesman added.
Haq also said that it is crucial to ensure that any violations of human rights in the context of the 
protests are thoroughly investigated.
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US Indicts Las Vegas Woman for Allegedly Exporting Electronics to Iran - Justice Dept.
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WASHINGTON, May 28 (Sputnik) - US citizen Tina Chen has been indicted for an alleged 
conspiracy to unlawfully export electronics from the United States to Iran through Hong Kong in 
violation of the sanctions regime against Tehran, the Justice Department said on Friday.
"A Las Vegas woman has been indicted by a federal grand jury for conspiracy to export goods 
from the United States to Iran, in violation of the International Emergency Economic Powers Act 
(IEEPA) and the Iranian Transactions and Sanctions Regulations," the Department said in a 
release.
The Justice Department said Chen conspired with others between November 2015 and May 
2019 to buy and export electronic and computer components to individuals in Iran via 
companies in Hong Kong while concealing the identities of the end users from the sellers 
without having a Treasury Department license.
The defendant is charged with one count of conspiracy to unlawfully export goods to Iran and 
faces a maximum penalty of 20 years imprisonment, and a $1 million fine, the release said.
Iran has been under US-led sanctions since former President Donald Trump withdrew the 
United States from the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action intended to curb Tehran's nuclear 
program. Indirect talks have commenced between the two sides under Joe Biden to allow the 
United States to rejoin the agreement.
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Canada's NACI Advises Second Vax Dose Be Offered 'As Soon As Possible' Citing Added 
Supply

TORONTO, May 28 (Sputnik) - Canada’s National Advisory Committee on Immunizations 
(NACI) is now recommending second doses of the coronavirus vaccine be offered as soon as 
possible in light of increasing supply, the panel said on Friday.
Canadian health officials have drawn considerable criticism for delaying the time between 
vaccinations for up to four months, in spite of the manufacturers' recommended timelines 
between shots - 21 days for the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine and 28 for the Moderna vaccine.
"With the increase of COVID-19 vaccine supply in Canada, second doses should be offered as 
soon as possible, with priority given to those at highest risk of severe illness and death from 
COVID-19 disease after or concurrent with first doses for all remaining eligible populations," 
NACI said in its updated guidance.
Friday’s updated recommendation belies Canadian Health Minister Patty Hajdu’s assertion that 
NACI’s previous recommendations were guided by science, which according to her showed that 
the delay increased the immune response of the vaccine.
In contrast, the United States has adhered to the manufacturers’ recommended timelines 
between shots and in March, Cole Pinnow, the president of Pfizer Canada, told a parliamentary 
committee that Pfizer was not consulted before the decision to delay the time between doses 
was made and that the company sticks by its directions label.
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The advisory committee also expanded the list of individuals who should receive the vaccine to 
include those who are immunosuppressed, have an autoimmune condition, are pregnant or are 
breastfeeding.
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Senate Republicans Block Bill to Form Panel to Probe US Capitol Riot
WASHINGTON, May 28 (Sputnik) - Republicans in the US Senate on Friday blocked a bill that 
would create a bipartisan commission to further investigate the circumstances surrounding the 
January 6 riot at the Capitol building.
The Senate voted 54-35 on the measure, short of the 60 votes needed to pass.
The January 6th Commission Act faced wide opposition from Republican lawmakers ahead of 
the vote.
On January 6, a group of Trump supporters entered the Capitol in an effort to protest lawmakers 
formalizing the results of the 2020 presidential election that former President Donald Trump 
claimed was stolen.
The US authorities have so far investigated more than 170 cases connected to the incident.
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US Bans Seafood From China's Dalian Fishing Company Over Use of Forced Labor - Mayorkas

WASHINGTON, May 28 (Sputnik) - The US Customs and Border Protection (CBP) has imposed 
an import ban on seafood from the Chinese Dalian Fishing Company because of their use of 
forced labor, Homeland Security Secretary Alejandro Mayorkas said on Friday.
"This week US Customs and Border Protection used its authorities under the tariff act to issue a 
withhold release order on seafood harvested by vessels owned or operated by the Dalian 
Ocean Fishing, a Chinese company," Mayorkas said during a telephone briefing. "This is the 
first time CBP has used its withhold release order authority on an entire fleet of vessels opposed 
to a single ship. The fleet includes 32 vessels."
Mayorkas said CBP issued the withhold release order based on information indicating the 
Dalian fleet used forced labor to harvest tuna, swordfish and other seafood.
Acting CBP Commissioner Troy Miller said during the briefing that most of the workers with the 
Dalian fishing company are from Indonesia.
US customs officials had initiated an investigation into the Dalian fleet in early 2020 and found 
evidence of physical violence against workers, death bondage, withholding of wages and 
abusive living and working conditions, Miller added.
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Republicans Send Letter to Pelosi Requesting Democrats Hold China Accountable for 
COVID-19

WASHINGTON, May 28 (Sputnik) - Republican lawmakers on Friday sent a letter to US House 
Speaker Nancy Pelosi asking her to instruct the congressional committee chairs to join them 
investigate the growing evidence the novel coronavirus originated in a laboratory in Wuhan, 
China, and hold the Chinese government accountable for the COVID-19 pandemic.
"We request that you instruct the appropriate Democrat committee chairs to immediately join 
Republican calls to hold the Chinese Communist party (CCP) accountable for its role in causing 
the global COVID-19 pandemic. There is mounting evidence the pandemic started in a Chinese 
lab, and the CCP covered it up. If that is the case, the CCP is responsible for the deaths of 
almost 600,000 Americans and millions more worldwide," the letter said.
The letter was signed by 209 Republican lawmakers but Minority Leader Kevin McCarthy, Whip 
Steve Scalise and Conference Chair Elise Stefanik led the effort.
The letter called on Democrats to "abandon their partisan agenda" and join Republican calls for 
an investigation into the origina of the novel coronavirus.
A recently-released US intelligence report revealed that three researchers from China's Wuhan 
Institute of Virology became ill with respiratory infections resembling COVID-19 in November of 
2019, a month before China officially reported any cases.
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US Bans Seafood From China’s Dalian Fishing Company Over Use of Forced Labor - Mayorkas

WASHINGTON, May 28 (Sputnik) - The US Customs and Border Protection (CBP) has imposed 
an import ban on seafood from the Chinese Dalian Fishing Company because of their use of 
forced labor, Homeland Security Secretary Alejandro Mayorkas said on Friday.
"This week US Customs and Border Protection used its authorities under the tariff act to issue a 
withhold release order on seafood harvested by vessels owned or operated by the Dalian 
Ocean Fishing, a Chinese company," Mayorkas said during a telephone briefing. "This is the 
first time CBP has used its withhold release order authority on an entire fleet of vessels opposed 
to a single ship. The fleet includes 32 vessels."
Mayorkas said CBP issued the withhold release order based on information indicating the 
Dalian fleet used forced labor to harvest tuna, swordfish and other seafood.
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US Senate Sets June 8 Vote on $200Bln Bill for Tech Fight With China

WASHINGTON, May 28 (Sputnik) - The US Senate has postponed a vote on a bill providing 
more than $200 billion in funds to help American technology companies to take on the 
competition from China in an intensifying showdown between the two world powers amid a 
global shortage of microchips.
"I ask unanimous consent that... at a time to be determined on Tuesday, June 8, the Senate 
resume consideration of S.1260," Senate Majority Leader Chuck Schumer said as he delayed 
the vote on the mammoth legislation, which currently spans more than 2,400 pages.
The “Innovation and Competition Act of 2021" aims at supporting American chipmakers and 
science research. It is one of the few bills being negotiated in so-called bipartisan spirit, with 
both Democrats and Republicans supporting it.
More than $200 billion is committed under the bill, with nearly $120 billion for American science 
and technology development and some $53 billion for semiconductor chip production and 
research, among others.
The bill is being debated against the backdrop of a growing US-China tussle for global 
technology dominance and a crippling shortage of semiconductors that has clobbered American 
automakers, home appliance manufacturers and phone producers.
The Democrat-dominated House of Representatives is working on its own version of a bill to 
boost US tech competition against China. Any differences between the two bills would have to 
be negotiated before both chambers pass a final act to send it to President Biden for his 
signature.
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US Court Appoints ‘Special Master’ to Review Evidence Seized From Giuliani - Order

WASHINGTON, May 28 (Sputnik) -AUS federal judge has allowed government prosecutors to 
review the contents in electronic devices seized from Donald Trump’s personal lawyer Rudy 
Giuliani, who is being investigated for activities performed while he was advising the former 
president, a court order revealed.
On April 28, US authorities raided the homes of Giulani and his colleague Victoria Toensing and 
seized cellphones and computers belonging to assist in the investigations, prompting the two to 
file objections against a review of the content in the devices.
"The government’s request to appoint a Special Master is granted and Giuliani's and Toensing’s 
requests are denied," judge J. Paul Oetken wrote in the order on Friday. "The search warrants 
at issue here were based on judicial findings of probable cause - supported by detailed affidavits 
- to believe that evidence of violations of specified federal offenses would be found at the 
locations to be searched."
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After investigating Giulani for more than two years, prosecutors may possibly charging him for a 
breach of foreign lobbying laws connected to his work in Ukraine while he was advising Trump, 
according to media reports.
Legal experts say that under the 1938 Foreign Agents Registration Act (FARA) requires 
individuals to disclose with the Justice Department any lobbying activities on behalf of foreign 
governments or officials.
Trump had called the government raid on Guilani’s home a "double standard" and characterized 
the process against him as being "very unfair."
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise 
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file 
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.

Pentagon to Seek Biden's Approval for Strikes Against Iran-Backed Forces in Iraq - Reports

WASHINGTON, May 28 (Sputnik) - The Defense Department will seek President Joe Biden’s 
approval to conduct strikes against Iranian-backed forces in Iraq that pose a threat to US forces, 
the Daily Caller reported on Friday citing two sources.
Defense Department officials are expected to ask Biden to approve the strikes during a meeting 
that is supposed to take place on Friday but was not confirmed by the sources cited in the 
report.
The strikes are expected to be in retaliation for the series of rocket attacks in the past weeks, 
including the one on Monday that struck the Ain al-Asad Air Base in Iraq housing US forces.
The Biden administration is looking hard at a broad range of responses to Shiite militia 
aggression against Americans in Iraq, the report said.
The Ain Al-Asad Air Base, located north of the capital of Baghdad, is the only base in the 
country still hosting the troops of the US-led anti-terror coalition.
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Russia Will Not Conduct Probe Into Ryanair Incident, Supports ICAO Probe - Envoy to UN

UNITED NATIONS, May 28 (Sputnik) - Russia will not conduct any investigation into the 
grounding of Ryanair international flight in Minsk, Belarus, but supports the probe by the 
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO), Russian Deputy Permanent Representative 
Dmitry Polyanskiy said in a press briefing on Friday.
"Russia will not conduct any investigation because we’re not related," Polyanskiy told reporters. 
"V\fe support the ICAO investigation, we support ICAO and we support Belarus."
On Thursday, the ICAO launched an investigation into the incident with Ryanair flight 4978 to 
Vilnus which was diverted to Minsk while passing through Belarus airspace.
Polyanskiy said ICAO will need to determine the reasons for the plane's grounding and whether 
the Belarusian authorities had the grounds to do so.
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The diplomat said he believed Minsk had justified reasons to land the aircraft because of an 
imminent threat to the plane on board.
The Belarusian Transport Ministry's aviation department said earlier it received an email 
attributed to Hamas warning of a bomb planted on the flight.
"There is a Chicago convention which entitles the country that possesses the airspace to have 
to bear full responsibility for the flight, so they had the right to do so," Polyanskiy pointed out. 
Besides the investigation taken up by the ICAO, an international group of prosecutors from 
countries whose citizens were on board of the Ryanair plane, including Poland, Lithuania and 
Greece plan to start their own probe into the incident, Polish Foreign Minister Zbigniew Rau said 
earlier on Friday.
On Monday, the European Union recommended European carriers to avoid flights over Belarus 
and called for new sanctions against the country, following the incident with the flight belonging 
to the Irish airline.
During the stopover at the Minsk airport, one of the plane’s passengers, Roman Protasevich, 
the founder of a Telegram channel that Minsk has designated as extremist, was detained. 
Alongside Protasevich, his girlfriend, Russian student Sofia Sapega, was also arrested and 
currently remains in custody in Belarus.
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US Lawmakers Reintroduce Bill to Sanction Supporters of Hamas, Islamic Jihad - Senator

WASHINGTON, May 28 (Sputnik) - US Senator Marco Rubio, alongside 15 other Republican 
lawmakers, reintroduced legislation that would impose sanctions on individuals and entities that 
support Hamas or other Palestinian organizations, Rubio’s office said in press a release on 
Friday.
"This bill would impose sanctions against foreign individuals, entities, and governments that 
provide support to Hamas, Palestinian Islamic Jihad, and other Palestinian terrorist groups that 
just spent weeks launching more than 4,000 rockets at Israeli civilians,” the release said.
The bill, known as the Palestinian International Terrorism Support Prevention Act, also requires 
the president to submit an assessment to Congress regarding whether other countries are doing 
enough to counter the fundraising, financing, money laundering, and other forms of support for 
Palestinian terrorist groups.
Rubio, the Vice Chairman of the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence and ranking member 
of the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations, led the bill’s reintroduction, citing the need to 
hold supporters of such organizations accountable following the recent conflict between 
Palestinian and Israeli forces.
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Russia Very Keen to Engage With US on Any Issues of Mutual Interest - Deputy Envoy to UN

UNITED NATIONS, May 28 (Sputnik) - Moscow remains very keen to engage with Washington 
on any issues of mutual interests, Russian Deputy Permanent Representative to the United 
Nations Dmitry Polyanskiy said in a press briefing on Friday.
“V\fe are very keen to engage with the United States, as much as it serves the Russian interest 
of course, on any issues that are of mutual interest. Equal to equal and with facts on the table,” 
Polyanskiy said.
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US Prices Rice 3.6% in April Compared to Previous Year - BEA

WASHINGTON, May 28 (Sputnik) - The US Personal Consumption Expenditure Index, the 
Federal Reserve’s closely watched gauge for inflation, jumped 3.6 percent in the year to April, 
data from the Bureau of Economic Analysis showed on Friday, although policymakers called the 
surge temporary due to pandemic-related changes.
The so-called PCE, which measures the average increase in prices for all domestic personal 
consumption, grew more modestly month-on-month itself, rising 0.6 percent in April from March, 
the data showed.
The Fed uses the monthly reading, stripped of volatile food and energy prices, for determining if 
inflation will reach its annual target of 2 percent.
The central bank has kept US interest rates at between zero and a quarter percentage point 
since the outbreak of the COVID-19 in March 2020, saying it will increase them when inflation 
hits its target or its other mandate of ensuring “full employment."
Under the Fed’s definition, full employment means an unemployment rate of 4.0 percent or 
lower. The unemployment rate was at 6.1 percent in April, and the Fed has said it did not expect 
a drop to 4.0 percent or lower before 2023.
The monthly PCE change was on target with the 0.6 percent rise forecast by economists polled 
by US media. Many had expected a growth anyway in April’s monthly rate due to COVID-19 
stimulus checks of $1,400 an individual sent out by the government in stages throughout March. 
Another measure of prices, consumer spending, rose 0.5 percent in April, the Bureau of 
Economic Analysis said.
“Spending held up into April but it's tough to separate stimulus money from the real economy 
and that will continue to be a challenge in the months ahead,” economist Adam Button said in a 
comment posted on ForexLive.
Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen said on Thursday the spike in US inflation from a year ago is 
likely a temporary phenomenon caused by materials shortage in an economy rebounding from 
the COVI D-19, and high annualized numbers could persist each month until the year end.
Prices of almost everything have soared from 2020 lows as the economy makes a rapid 
recovery from the pandemic, scaring economists into believing that inflation growth in 2021 
could be the highest in 35 years.
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The Fed acknowledges the price pressures arising from bottlenecks in US supply chains 
struggling to cope with demand in an economy reopening after months of 
pandemic-suppression.
But the central bank’s policymaking Federal Open Market Committee, led by Chairman Jerome 
Powell, insists that these inflationary pressures are “transient” and will fade as the economy 
makes a full recovery from the pandemic.
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